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ABSTRACT
The effects of leanning to respond to a single
modality of a stimulus on the subsequent speed of response
to multiple modalities of the same stimulus wene investi-
gated. Specifically, subjects nesponded to either visual,
pnoprioceptive or visual-proprioceptive infonmation for one
week then nesponded to visual-pnoprioceptive information
for the second week. Thirty male and female volunteer sub-
jects were assigned to one of two tneatment groups and one
contnol- group. They reacted, using the thnee diffenent
modalities, to a visual-proprioceptive stimulaton. All
subjects completed 40 trials per day fon I0 days.
The results of the analysis of data indicated that,
for the first week, the group that reacted to visual infon-
mation was significantly slowen than both the proprioceptive
and visuai-proprioceptive groups. The pnoprioceptive and
visual-propnioceptive gnoups wene not significantly dif-
ferent. Mal-es neacted fasten than females for the finst
two days but not thereafter. Reaction times also impnoved
over the first two days for a1l subjects.
The analysis of the nesults for the second week
indicated no significant diffenences in neaction time
between groups. These nesults did not suppont the visual
dominance theory non the theory that leanning using
pnoprioceptive infonmation would lead
l-ater when visual and proprioceptive
pnesent.
to faster nesponses
information were
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
How:leanning occurs is a major concetn of educators
and specifically to physical educators. The ability of
physical edueatons to teach is enhanced with knowledge
about how people learn. I"lany reseanchers and educatons
have formul-ated theories of learning in an attempt to
impnove efficiency of skil1 acquisition. These theories
nange from the traditional ttassociativett to the contemporary
I'cognitive " theonies ( 1) .
It is evident th-at the associatiye and cognitive
theorists disagree in their explanations of learning. One
group of theories relies pnimarily on extennal cues eliciting
passive proper responses (associative), the other nelies on
active intennal manipulation of sensory information (cog-
nitiye). Given these disagreements, both have included in
ttr-ein model-s ttr-e idea that sensory infonmation is essential
to 1ea::ning. To the associationists, sensory info::rnation is
ttr-e main source of stimulation for th-e S-R set. To th_e
cognitive theonists, sensory infonmation is essential for
surveying and evaluating situations befone deciding on
appropriate actions
On a more practical 1evel: physical educators haye
demonstrated that when performers receive some knowledge of
2their movement, learning is facilitated (1, 43, 57). Knowl-
edge pertaining to movement can be gained thnough the visual
and auditony senses (extnoceptive) and through the tactile and
kinesthetic senses (introceptive). Questions that arise are
to what sensory information do performers attend and is this
important to the motor learning process?
Marteniuk ( 3 ) pr^esented the position ttlat the noyice,
in attempting to perfonm a motor ski11, is bombanded with
sensory information much of which has 1itt1e to do with th.e
successful- completion of the task. How do the novice pen-.
formers attend to the vast amount of available information?
Pertr-aps r ds Marteniuk contends, they: cannot attend to all of
tlle i'nfonmation but concentrate on that information wtr-i'ch
th-ey are most experienced at processing. In a]l cases this
may not be the most useful information pentaining to the
successful completion of ttr-e ski1l. Further, Manteniuk (3)
suggests that the presence of multiple modes of sensory
infonmation may lead to a decnease in the processability of
other modes of sensation.
In a review of litenatulre reganding ttr-e bisensory
pnesentation of information, Loveless, Bnebner and Hamilton
(43) indicated that information gained throughr- more than one
sense may not always lead to optimum performance; that is,
the presence of one source of sensory information may effect
or confound the input of anothen, theneby degrading pen-
formance. These authors (43)' also cited information
indicating the contrary; in some cases, the pnesentation of
sensolry information to more than one sense l-ead to a
heightened or summated performance as compared with the
penformance completed under either or the senses a1one.
Kinesthetic or proprioceptive information seems
most beneficial to motor learning in that it is direct
information pertaining to joint movements and locations.
Reseanchers have presented information supporting the view
that humans aue capable of fine kinesthetic perception but
do not perceive kinesthetic cues because they are too tuighl-y
oriented toward extennal cues (33, 38). It was stated by
Adams, Gopher and Lintern (9) that when visual and pnoprio-
ceptive infonmation are present during the penfonmance of
a motor skilI, both play a nole in regulation, but vision
dominates the interaction. They hypothesized that vision
may be able to detect more detailed information pentaining
to movement such as depth, length and coJo::, and that these
are lacking in the propnioceptive sense. A reason for ttr-e
dominant natu::e of vision may be due to how biological
evolution has t::ansfo::med the senses. Wtlen examining
certain othen species of animals, it is evident ttr-at sme1l
and audition play a more important role than vision. Pos-
sibly through evolution, ttr-e human species has developed
the visual sense to a gneate:: degnee than the other senses
(9). Adams, Gopher and Lintern termed this development
and dominance a "sensory hienanchytr (9). The idea of a
sensony hienanchy implies that because vision has had such
importance placed on it in the past, it has become more
4refined and developed than the other senses and it therefore
will pnimarily be attended to.
Evidence supporting tLre visual dominance view was
pnesented by K1ein (gA) in a reaction time task utilizing
both visual and kinesthetic stimuli eminating from two dif-
fenent sources. It was found that vision dominated perfonm-
ance in that reaction time fon a combination of visual and
kinesthetic stimuli were similar to that of visual reaction
time alone and not as fast as kinesthetic neaction time.
Klein (38) explained these results by hypottr-esi'zing that
subjects will utilize vision when it seems to provide enough
infor-mation to successfully complete the task. Subjects in
Kleinrs (38) study gained enough information visually to
eomplete the task and, thenefore, did not need to utilize
kinesthetic information.
In a similar study, Jordan (33) required subjects
to react to both visual and propnioceptive stimuli. The
diffenence between the two studies was that Jordan.(33) had
both stimuli emanate from thr-e same source for each modality.
It was found that proprioceptive reaction time was faster
tllan visual reaction time but that the combination of the
two senses pnoduced neaction times similar to that of vision
alone. It seems that the combination reaction time would
be as fast as the quickest sense alone. Vision played a
dominant role in this task and as a result, the performance
was less efficient.
Accepting the premise that, in most cases, vision
Jis dominant over the other senses, several intenesting
questions can be asked. Can anything be done to change the
dominance of vision in motor ski1l acquisition? Can any-
thing be done to aid ti-e novice in hr-is quest for pertinent
sensory information? Can pertinent feedback bneak through
the sensory hienanchy? Jordan (33) hypothesLzed that if
visual information could be cuntailed during early learning,
propnioceptive info::mation would be attended to, resulting
in fasten more efficient movements. Can the early experi-
encing of a less dominant, more impontant sounce of infor-
mation lead to optimum performance later when the dominant
source of information is reinstated?
Scope of Pnoblem
This study investigated the effects of thnee practice
conditions on total reaction time. The thnee pnactice con-
ditions were pnoprioceptive sensation a1one, visual sensation
al-one, and a combination of the two sensations. Thnee groups
of 10 subjects practiced for 10 days, completing 40 tnials
per day on a visual-propnioceptive stimulator (Appendix A).
The propnioceptive sensation alone and the visual sensation
alone gnoups completed the practice task fon the first five
days, then neacted with the combination of the senses for
the second five days. The combination group reacted to
both sources of infonmation fon all I0 days.
Statement of Problem
This investigation compared the effects of learning
to respond to different modalities of a single stimuli on
simple ::eaction time to multiple stimuli. Specifically,
the study companed the effects of responding to eithen the
visual, propnioceptive: oF visual-pnoprioceptive modalities
of a stimuli on the subsequent speed of nesponse to a com-
bination visual-proprioceptive stimul-i.
NuII Hypotheses
1. There wi]l- be no significant difference in
reaction time between groups utilizing the three diffenent
modal-ities of vision, proprioception, and a combination of
the two senses.
2, Th-ere will be no significant difference between
groups that learned to ::eact utilizing vision, propnioception,
or a combination of the two senses on neaction time to a
combination of the two modalities
Definition of terms
The following terms were operationally defined for
the purpose of this study:
lo  Total react■on time ■s the tOta■ time ■n m■■i―
seconds fnom the initiation of movement of the visual-
proprioceptive stimulator to the remoyal of th-e fingens of
the night hand fnom the micnoswitch button.
2. Visua1 sensation is the light neflected fnom
the moving stick of the visual-propnioceptive stimulator.
3. Pnoprioceptive sensation is all sensation of
movement, other than visual, pe:rceived when holding the
stick of the visual-pnop:rioceptive stimulator.
Ll.  cOコbination sensations are those sensatiOns per―
ceived from the movement of the visual-pnoprioceptive
stimulator when the subject is both holding and watching the
vis uaI-proprioceptive stimulator.
5. White noise is the amplified reconding of an air
conditionera.
Del-imi.tations of Study
The following weue delimitations of thr-is investi-
gation:
1. 0n1y total neaction time was examined.
2. The speed and extent of movement of the visual-
pnop::ioceptive stimulator was held constant for all groups.
3. The numben of tnials over days was held constant
for all gnoups.
4. 0n1y riglr-t hand dominant persons panticipated
in the study.
Li.:nitations of Study
The following were limitations of this investigation:
1. The results obtained may not be cha::acteristic
fon al-l- neaction time tasks.
2. The resul-ts obtained may not pertain to all-
other populations or individuals.
Chapter 2
REVIEVJ OF RELATED LITERATURE
This chapten presents a review of the litenature in
the areas of sensory intenaction and visual- dominance. Two
major emphases of the literature were reviewed. The first
\^ras entitled the effect of altered sensation on perception.
This section was divided into the areas of the Hel-d
Re-afference hypothesis; long tenm effects of alte::ed visual
sensation; discrimination of size by sight and touch; and
theories of adaptation. The second majon section was
entitled intersensory facilitation and inhibition. This
section was divided into the areas of touch, audition, and
vision; vision and audition; effects of age on perception;
linear positioning tasks; ski11 acquisition; and reaction
time. A summary of the neviewed literature follow these
two sections
The Effects of Altered Sensation
on Perception
A method of investigating sensory dominance has been
to pnesent diseordant sensony information to one modality
while presenting nondiscordant infonmation to another. This
method nequired the subject to make criterion judgments of
object size, length, shape, and direction after the altened
sensation was penceived. rf a subject util-ized one sense
9and not another duning perception, this would give support to
the theory of sensory dominance.
The most widely utilized technique fon the investi-
gation of visual dominance has been to pnesent discordant
visual infonmation along with normal proprioceptive, tactile,
or auditory sensations. Visual infonmation has been altened
through the wearing of visual pnisms. Prisms can displace
images to the right or l-eft. They can also reverse and
invent visual images.
Tlr-e Held Reaffenence 
.Hvpottlesis
Historically, Hemh.oltz may have been the fi::st expen-
imenter to utilize the visual prism method (2). In 1866
subjects looked through prisms that displaced the visual
field sideways. They attempted to neach for objects set
in front of them but missed due to the visual image
nefraction. After a few minutes of reachirg, the subjects
became successful in their attempts. This success in
reaching has been tenmed rradaptation.t' Adaptation is an
appropriate word in that the subjects adapted to the dis-
cordant visual information. What is an impontant question
in th-is type of :research is which sense did the adapting?
was it ttr-e visual sense on the pnoprioceptive sense? Did the
subjectls visual perception or hls arm position sense
ctr-ange?
Funther experimentation in this allea was not necorded
for anothen one hundned years after the original inquisitibn.
It was the'1ate 1950rs and l-960ts when further investigations
■0
were pub■ished.  工n describing a technique for studying
adaptation tO disarranged hand―eye coor in tion, He■d and
Gott■ieb (28)reported adaptation of the viewed arm making
random movementso  An end PO■nt or r aching cr■ter■a was
not needed to e■icュt the adaptatiOn found by Hemho■tz.  Con―
cern oveF the aCceptance of a tr■a■ and rror theory of
adaptation was expressed in that this suppos■tion ■s■ncor―
POrated into most exper■mental designs.  He■d and Gott■i b
(28) recommended further investigation into the tria■ and
error phenomenom.
Another ■nvestigation regarding the disp■acemen  of
the retina■ mage by He■d with his associate Hein(29)
revea■ed that active movements of body parts were needed in
order for adaptation tO take p■ace.  In this study subjects,
whi■e wearing disp■acement prisms, either scanned their
motion■ess hand, the■r passv y moved hand, or the■r
active■y mOved hando  Theュr resu■ts showed that on■y the
actively moved hand produced sign■ficant adaptation as com―
pared with the passive and non―mov ng hando  The authors'
exp■anation of these resu■ts centered on the ■dea of
re―afference.  Re―afference takes p■ac  when n rvous
■mpu■ses are active■y sent to spec■fic musc■es which in
turn carry out a mOtion.  He■d and Hein (29)contended that
■t was only when a discrepancy between sent impu■ses and
seen movements was sensed that adaptatiOn wou■_occuro  ln
the pass■ve and no―mOvement conditions, impu■ses were not
sent to musc■es; therefore, no discrepancies cou■d be
■■
nealized.
Further suppont of the re-afference theory was pne-
sented by Held and Schlank ( 30 ). They conducted two expeni-
ments. One involved the marking of a target point under two
conditions. under one condition subjects could see thein
movement and unden the other they could not. rn the othen
expeniment subjects eithen actively moved oi wene passively
moved through a ten-degnee arc. Discordant visual infon-
mation was provided in both of these experiments. The
nesults demonstrated that when sensory info::mation pnovided
a discnepancy between ne-affenent infonmation and viewed
movement, adaptation occurned. In the first expeniment
ne-afferent information was available to only the lights-on
group and fon these subjects a discnepancy was evident. rn
the active versus passive expeniment the ne-affenent theony
was supponted in that only in the actively moved condition
was thene a discnepancy between nervous output and seen
movement and in this condition adaptation was rearized
Fu::then suppont fon the Hel-d ne-afference theony
came fnom nesults reported by pick and Hay (44). These
authors replicated the Herd and Hein (zg) study and added
a passive as welr as an active position test. subjects
adapted to pnisms that displaced their visual field approx-
irnately 17 degnees. The active post-test groups pointed
with their index fingers at a tar^get while they could not
see thein anms on hands. The passive post-test groups i."a
the expenimenton passively move thein hand so they fert
■2
thein finger move in line with the target. Pick and Hayrs
(44) nesults showed significant adaptation fon the active
adaptation groups and non-significant adaptation fon the
passively adapted gnoup.
Hamilton (23) also supported the Held ne-afference
hypothesis. Subjects in his experiment viewed, thnough
20 diopten pnisms, one of their arms while it moved back
and forth in their visual field fon 15 minutes. After
this adaptation period the prisms wene removed. Subjects
then perfonmed neaching movements toward an end-point.
If adaptation did occur in eittren arm, it would be demon-
stnated duning these reaching movements. Adapted arms
would show a shift in neaching to one side of the ta::get
while non-adapted anms would show no disenepancy. Hamil-tonrs
(2A) nesul-ts showed adaptation in the viewed anm but not in
the unseen arm. The r.e-afference ttr-eory was supponted in
ttr-at only the arm that showed a discrepancy between seen
location and felt location adapted. The author supponted
the idea that proprioceptive not visual changes resulted
during the adaptation period.
Held and Freedman (27) conducted a review of pnism
literature in 1963. Their papen centered on the expected
effects of space flight and explonation on human sensory
systems. Outer space was seen as an envinonment that would
pnesent diffenent kinds of sensory information in that gra-
vitation and atmospheric conditions are diffenent than those
on earth. The authors questioned the ability of the senses
13
to adapt to this diffenent infonmation. The prism studies
pnesented information about altened sensory information and
were seen as valuable to the authors r. concerns. In relation
to the present investigation, Held and Freedman (27), after
their review, concluded that active movement was needed in
orden fon adaptation to occul?. The comparison of motor out-
flow and its nesultant movement was seen as necessary for
t'. organizing and reorganizing plastic sensony moto::
systems" (27:461) .
rn an experiment studying the effects of delayed and
displaced visual feedback Held, Efstathiou, and Gneene (26)
found that delaying visual feedback curtailed adaptation to
an altened visual image. In this study subjects viewed an
oscil-l-oscope tnace that moved in coincidence with their
moving arm. The expenimenters delayed the feedback on the
oscilLoscope 0.0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.9, 1.7, and 3.3 seconds. The
nesults demonstnated that any delay halted adaptation. The
non-delay intenval group, however, showed a significant
adaptation. The authors hypothesized that the delayed con-
ditions pnesented too much of a discnepancy between seen
and felt movements for adaptation to occur. Since the
initiation of the movement and visual feedback from the
rnovement did not coincide, the simultaneous disc::epancy of
seen and felt movement could not be companed. Subjects
possibly attended to a time delay nather than the position
discnepancy and, thenefone, adaptation did not take pIace.
The non-de1ay condition pnesented simultaneous feedback
■ll
from both vision and pnoprioception, which 1ed to adap-
tation. Under this condition comparisons between seen
and felt locations could occur. This supported Heldr s
ne-affenent hypothesis .
Investigating thr-e effects of amount of available
information on adaptation to prisms, Coren (16) lleported
significantly g::eater adaptation fon subjects who were pt?o-
vided with a gneate:: amount of information. In this exper-
iment subjects were assigned to high and low info::mation
glloups. The high infonmation group pointed freely at an
endpoint while the l-ow infonmation groupts pointing move-
ments were constrained by a tnack that moved dinectly to the
endpoint. The differences in available infonmation between
thr-e gnoups were that the high infonmation group could make
and sense errors in pointing while ttr-e Low information group
was fonced to point di::ectly at the tanget and, therefore,
could not make or sense erl?ors. The nesults demonstrated
that both gnoups adapted significantly fnom zero while the
high information group adapted to a significantly greaten
degnee compared to the low infonmation gnoup. In this study
vision was dominant in that pnoprioception was altened. The
prop:rioeeptons took on new names or identities so as to com-
pensate for^ the alter^ed visual infonmation leading to cornect
penformance.
The seven pneviously cited studies all suppont the
Held re-affe::ence hypothesis. Sevenal othen investigations
have pnesented infonmation that does not. one such
15
investigation completed by Wa11ach, Kravitz, and Lindauer
(52) demonstrated adaptation in subjects who looked at
thein legs and feet through 20 diopten pnisms while in the
supine position. Investigatons who pnesented infonmation
supponting the ne-affenence hypothesis did not use the
supine subject technique nor the Lower extnemity viewing
technique. Wa1lach, Knavitz, and Lindauer (52:579) noted
this discnepancy by stating, ttln our exper^iments, adaptation
of high degnee was obtained with both kinds of tests under
conditions in which 0 [subject] nemained passive.r'
Re-affenence was found to be unnecessalry for adap-
tation by Weinstein, Serson, Fishen, and Weisinger (SS).
Their study involved the viewing of passive and active
movements of the subjectrs arm thnough pnisms. These
authors conducted two expeniments. The diffenence was that
the head was allowed to move in one while ::estricted in the
other. Adaptation did occur in both groups to a significant
degree. The autho::s concl-uded that sinee re-affenence was
not necessary fon adaptation the discnepancy between visual
and proprioceptive infonmation may have been sufficient for
adaptation to take place.
Finding inte:rmanual transfe:r of adaptation for
displaced vision was Kalil and rneedman (34). Thls study
involved subjects adapting to pnisms by neaching towand a
tanget point with one hand. A test peniod followed whene
subjects neached toward the endpoint with the opposite
hand (unseen). The nesuLts demonst::ated that thene was a
・
ヽ
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significant adaptation in this unexposed hand. Two possible
explanations of these nesults were presented. one was that
somatic sensory information is biraterally rep::esented in
the co::tex. Mo::e specifically, information gained through
one limb may be stored and then made available to the othen
limb when action is calIed fon. The other explanation,
although not scientifically supponted, was that a non-
specifie system of vision may have been altened during adap-
tation. A change in the visual system would affect coor-di-
nation negandless of which anm hras being used.
An active versus passive movement study on adaptation
was conducted by singer and Day (51). Their study had sub-
jects either activeJ-y move thein arrns along a linea:r track
or had their anms moved along the tnack. under the first
condition subjects neceived both muscuJan and proprioceptive
feedback while the l-atter group neceived onry pnoprioceptive
feedback. The nesults showed both the active and passive
group adapting to the pnisms to a significant degnee.
Singer and Day ( 51) noted the dissimilarity between
thein results and those of Herd and his associates (26, 27,
28, 29, 30 ) and commented that the diffenences between
instnumentation may have l-ed to the differ ing r.esu1ts . Mone
specifically, Heldts experiments utilized mi::nor:s for dis-
placement which displaced the visual_ image both in the
honizontal- and venticaL planes while singen and Day (sI)
utilized prisms which altened only the hor.izontaL plane.
Wel-ch and Rhoades (56) a::gued that thene welae
l7
different types of adaptation to prisms. Their expeniments
presented diffenent types of infonmation to subjects through
displacing pnisms and altered tanget pointing feedback.
Foun gnoups were employed. One wore Iatena11y displacing
prisms and pointed toward a target. This group saw the
discrepancy and wene told to compensate fon it in all future
trials. The second gnoup wore Iateral1y displacing prisms
but made random pointing movements in their visual fields.
No target was availabfe fon the second gnoup. Ttr-e thind
gnoup also wone the displacing pnisms and pointed towand a
target endpoint. Befone this gnoup pointed, a screen was
placed in front of the tanget. While the subject pointed,
the tanget was moved to where the pnisms made it appean to
be; therefone, when the subject neached, there was no dis-
crepancy between seen target location and felt target
location. The fourth group wore prisms that slightly blun-
red their vision but did not displace it. They were told
that the prisms did in fact displace thein vision. Befone
neaching, a screen was placed in fnont of the tanget. The
tanget was then moved to one side so that there would seem
to be a discnepancy between seen and felt location.
It can be seen that the difference between gnoup
one and two is the absence of target pointing activity in
gnoup two. The difference between groups one and thnee is
tfrat subjects in gnoup three felt as though they wene
pointing correctl-y. Group foun neceived unal-tened visual-
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information but altered pointing information. Groups one
and four actually neceived the same information although
group four was made to believe that it was pointing incon-
rectly.
The results shed new intenesting information on the
re-afference theony. The altened vision-target pointing
gnoup adapted to the greatest extent. The no target gnoup
adapted to the next greatest degree with the no prism group
adapting to the third greatest degree. The no error group
showed no adaptation what so ever. These results do not
support the Held ne-affenence theony. This theory hinges
on the idea that there must be a discnepancy between moton
outflow and the resul-tant obsenved movement. Group three
neceived disco:rdant visual information but no diffenence in
target pointing information. In this group the ]atter info::-
mation dominated the penception. This nesul-t cornbined with
those of gnoups two and fou:: indicated that tanget pointing
activity was most impontant in this expeniment. Groups one
and foun neceived the same infonmation fnom thein target
neaching activity and should have adapted to the same degnee.
There was a discnepancy between seen and fel-t location for
both groups yet adaptation did not occut? fon gnoup four. It
was noted that more than one form of infonmation can lead
to visio-motor adaptation. Welch and Rhoades (56:425) stated
that adaptation, ". nepnesents a combination of altered
propnioception and some othen component.tt
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工ntermanua■ transfer was a■so reported by COhen (14).
His ■nvestigation ■nc■uded twO exper■m ntso  one ■nvO■v d
the continuous visua■  monitoring of POinting movements; the
other ■nvo■ved v■sua■ monュtor■ng of the end resu■t of the
reaching movemento  lntermanua■ tra sfer was only found in
the discrete viewing subjects.  Cohen (■坪)hypo hesized that
a change in the judgment of the direction of the gaze was
the reasOn fOr these resu■ts.  The postion,of the eye ■n
the socket cou■d have changed or the perce■ved POS■tion of
the head in compar■son to the rest of the body cou■d have
Cha,ged tO give this resu■t.
工n a three part study Efstathiou, et al.(19)pre_
sented further ev■dence of the dom■nance of v■s one  Sub―
jects in this experiment marked Points in their visual
fie■d where they prece■ved the■r oppos■te hand, which was
under the board be■ng marked.  Groups a■so marked Po■nts
where they prev■ous■y saw endPo■tS・  A■■ groups performed
while wearing disp■aced pr■smso  Adaptation occurred in a■■
cases, but the authors presented a different exP■ana ion
for the adaptation.  They suggested that instead of the
propr■oceptOrs changing the■r re■ationship w■th the rest of
body there ttas a change in the re■ationship of the direction
of the head and the ■Ocation of the hand.  MOre c■e r■y,
when reaching, the head and eyes are pOsュtiO ed in the
direction Of thё endPO■nt Whi■e the hand moves toward it.
When visiOn is a■tered the head and eyes are not actua■■y
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POS■tiOned for the endPo■nt but are off tO one s■de or the
other depending of the direction of disp■acement.  The
authors of this exper■ment ma■nta■ned that adaptation was
due to a change and adjustment to the new direction on the
part of the head and eyes and not the joint receptors of
the arms.  They did not suggest that the eyes see different■y
but that the direction of siЁht Cha ges.  Aga■n■t is seen
that something other than v■s■on was altered giv■ng support
to the v■sua domュnance hypothes■s.
Kinney and Luria (37) conducted a study invo■ving
the ■earn■g of a target hitting ski■■ uti■z On■y nes―
thetic cues.  B■indfolded subjects were required to p■ac a
one,foot stick through a two―■nch diameter ho■e ■n t e cen―
ter of a round target.  They had to peFfOrm to a cr■ter■on
of nine out of ■O successfu■ thrusts on three consecutive
days.  UPon reaching the criterion, two groups of subjects
performed the task under water and on ■and.  Vis■on was
uti■ized before each tr■a■ but was occ■uded dur■ng each
tria■。  This a■lowed the subjects tO See the target (which
distorted under water)then make their movemento  Resu■ts
showed that the group that perforlned under water was signi―
ficant■y less accurate than the on―■and performance group.
The authors conc■uded that v■sua■cues have a commanding
effect On a subjectts perfOrmance and that subjects appar―
ent■y cannot inhibit resPonseS based On v■sua■ timu■i ev n
though the v■sua■ informatiOn ■s detr■menta■ to the
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successfu■ comp■etion of the task.
The long term effects of wea::ing prisms were inyes-
tigated by Hay and Pick (25). Subjects in this study wore
20 diopter prisms for six weeks. Thnoughout this period
tests were made to see the effects of adaptation and to see
if thene welre diffe::ent fo::ms of adaptation, specifically
to see if visual-, proprioceptive r op both types of adaptation
took place ovel? a longer period. In their discussion Hay
and Pick (25:156) stated, rrAdaptations appear to occur in
both the visual and pnoprioceptive systems to optical dis-
placement.rr The visual adaptation was said to occun less
neadily than pnoprioceptive adaptation but was molre enduring
as the exposulre time ineneased. Results from ean-eye and
ean-head coor"dination tests supported an adaptation in the
visuaL system; that is, visual-pnopnioceptive discnepancies
wene not availabl-e to the senses yet adaptation did occur.
An adaptation in the visual sense can only explain these
nesults. It was noted that the ean-eye and ean-hand
adaptation did not occur until the latter stages of the
expeniment.
The investigation diffened fnom most othens in that
the time period that subjects wone the pnisms was much
longen. rt was also noted that this was the only investi-
gation which suggested an adaptation in the visuaL sense.
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Discrimination of SiZe by
Another method emp■oyed
sensory dom■nance was to a■ter
from different s■zed and shaped
norma■ infoェ.1lation through the
senses.
in the investigation of
visual- information eminating
objects while pnesenting
tactile and proprioceptive
One such study was conducted by Rock and Victor (+8)
whose subjects looked through a distorting prism at a squane
object. The prism ne-dinected the light fnom the object to
make it appear to be a nectangle. The subjects felt the
object from beneath the appanatus thnough a thin black croth
so the distortion of their hand could not be seen. After
the subjects felt and looked at the object, they, without
prisms, visually picked out, d::ew: oF tactually chose a stand-
ard object which connesponded with their perception of what
the object looked like. This study was attempting to demon-
strate which of the two senses, either propnioception on
vision was mone impontant in making object shape disc::irni-
nations. rf vision were more important or dominant, the
subject would pick out a rectangulan standard object, and if
pnoprioception were dominant, the subject would pick a
square. The results demonst::ated a complete dominance of
vision over pnopnioception. Even when the subjects wel?e
asked to close their eyes and feel the object, they did not
notice that it was a diffenent shape. Thein tactile-
propnioceptive penceptions were stil1 altened. These resur_ts
led the authons to hypothesize that the propnioceptons had
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taken on new labels or changed thei:: coding to fit olr con-
nespond to the perceptions of vision.
Rock and Harnis (46) conducted a study similar to
that of Rock and Victor (48) in that they again altened the
vision of their subjects. The subjects looked through
reducing, reversing, enlanging, and displacing lenses.
Tactile-pnoprioceptive infor.mation was similanly provided.
The results obtained corresponded to those neconded by Rock
and Victor (48). The present investigators carried on
longer term experiments in that the subjects were allowed
to become adapted to- the stimuli. The purpose of these long
tenm experiments was to see if vision educated proprioception
or if pnoprioeeption educated vision. A displacing lens was
utilized which made objects placed an equal distance from
one anothen appear to be foun inches to the right. An
adaptation period of three minutes was allowed in which the
subject successively pointed to the object which appeared
to be in the middle. After the thnee minute adaptation
period, with their eyes closed, the subjects pointed
stnaight ahead with their adapted a::m and al-so with their
non-adapted arm. The results showed that the adapted anm
pointed to the right and the non-adapted anm pointed
straight ahead. This r.esult supported the vision educated
proprioception theony. Rock and Ha::nis ( 50 :105 ) .concluded:
Oun experiments all show, then that when a sub-jective sense of touch conveys information thatdisagnees with what he is seeing, the visual infon-
mation determines his perception.
Rock, 
€t aI. (51) found similan nesults for a task
2)
nequiring subjects to touch and compare squane flat objects
over a longer period of time. Vision was said to alter
the perception of proprioception as in Rockrs other investi-
gations.
An investigation that did not find vision influencing
proprioception was one conducted by Warnen and Cleaves (53).
These authors informed their subjects to attend to either
the visual or propnioceptive infonmation duning pointing and
then were tested utilizing those modalities. It was found
that pnoprioception was not influenced by vision to the
degnee found in previous studies. The strategy utilized by
the subjects was seen to be the important facton that led
to these results. By attending to proprioceptive infon-
mation, it was possible to overcome the influence of vision;
thenefone, it was pcssible to alter the way in which subjects
I'attacked" the task which 1ed to the differing nesults.
The altered visual sensation was also achieved by
means of looking thnough water. Water acts as a prism to
distort objects covered by it. Using this method, Kinney
and Luria (37) nequined their subjects to make visual,
tactile and visual-tactile discriminations of disks which
cornesponded with the size of a penny, nickle, dime, and
quanter. Out of waten choosing was very accurate for all
three groups, but under water choosing proved to be inac-
cunate in that smaller disks were always chosen. The water
made the disks appear langer. The kinesthetic-visual group
also made the same errors which led the authors t.o concl-ude
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that vision was the dominant sense in that the information
gained through it was utilized.
Theories of Adaptation
A most compnehensive neview of prism literatul:e was
recorded by Charl-es S. Harris in 1965 (24). Harnisrs paper
dealt with all- the existing theories and models that dealt
with sensony motor adaptation to pnisms. These theories
welre 1) conscious correction of oners aim, 2) altered visual
perception, 3) neorientation of the perceptual frame of
refenenee, 4) visuo-motor necoruelation, 5) moton-nesponse
learning, and 6 ) propnioceptive change hypothesis. The first
theony implies that the subject realizes that the prisms ane
deceiving him and deliberately aims to one side of the tanget
and when the prisms are removed the subject again points
nonmaIIy. This theony is plausible until the subject l?emoves
the prisms in that after adaptation errors in pointing occur
in the opposite direction. Altened visual perception indi-
cates a change in the way the eyes see which is not supponted
in that subjects have as yet failed to neport the reverse
letters or words as being "right way al:ound.t' The thind or
neorientation of the penceptual frame of nefenence theony
indicates that all extennal stimuli are shifted to one side.
This does not take into account the shifting of the per-
ception of the arm which is evident in the errons made in
pointing following exposure to neversing pnisms. The visuo-
motor correlation hypothesis indicates that a given visual_
input is pained with a diffenent moton output. This does
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not explain correct performance of new tasks by the unexposed
arm or the comect location of non-visual- tangets afte::
adaptation. The motor response learning hypothesis contends
that the practiced arm acquines a new response to specific
stimuli, but it does not take into aecount the successful
completion of tasks with new stimuli and new motor activity.
The last or proprioceptive change hypothesis was seen as
the most desirable by Harnis in that it was the most logical
of the six. The proprioceptive change theory (as neported
previously) states that the proprioceptors take on new names
after adaptation. The changes occur on the peripheny of the
sensory-motor system and not in the centnal pant. If centraL
changes were to occun, central processing activities of the
bnain would ehange.
Adaptation is mone easily unde::stood unden the pro-
prioceptive change hypothesis. Harnis (242442) pnesented
an example of how propnioceptons are more flexible ol?
adaptive in nature by stating:
Eurthenmore, if the position sense welre innate--
if each spot on the skin were pnoprioceptively t'pre-
addressedrr--the 1ocal sign lodged in a babyrs fingen-
tip might go on foneven signaling that his arm is
10 inches 1ong.
So, when a baby sta::es naptly at his outstnetched
hand, he is pnobably find- [ing] out whene his hand is,
not what his visual- sensations mean. He is making use
of an adaptive mechanism that keeps his position sense
accurate despite extensive and uneven growth of hisbody. This mechanism enables us to use the pnecise,detailed infonmation that vision provides as a means
of continually readjusting oun vaguer and more variableposition sense.
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Intersensory Facilitation andInhibition
The question of how simultaneously occunring sen-
sations effect each other has long been a subject of
nesearch. The complexity of the sensory systems is one
reason so many inquinies have been made in this area.
Each new'bit of information may help greatly in the aneas
of education, industry, and how we live our daily 1ives.
Touch Audition and Vision
One of the classic inquiries made into the anea of
sensory intenaction was in 1911 reported by Edmund Jacobson
(32). Jacobson (32) completed a series of expeniments
involving the senses of touch and audition and how they were
affected by active and passive inhibition. In his first
expeniment Jacobson (32) studied the affects of sound on the
inhibition of pnessure sensations. Subjects judged the com-
parative pressure (gneater or lesser) of a moving nod which
struck the back of thein hands while they simultaneously
heard a tone. 0n some trials no tone was pnesent. rt hras
found that when the tone was pnesent pressune was judged
less intense than with no tone. For this experiment it was
concluded that the sound diminished the intensity of the
pnessure sensation.
Jacobson? s (32) second experiment was just the oppo-
site of the first in that it studied the affects of pnessure
sensations on judgments of loudness. Sound was judged Less
loud when a simuLtaneous pnessure occurred. rn the next
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experiment the affect of different intensities of sound were
studied. It was found that greaten intensities of sound had
a stronger inhibitony power. Also voluntary attention given
to one of the sources of stimulation was found to dec::ease
the sensitivity or intensity of the othen sensation.
In his conclusion Jacobson (32) stated that thene was
mone than one factor affecting inhibition of sensations.
They were the objective intensity of the distractor, the sub-
jective intensity given to the distractor, and the affective
sensations. Mone simply, the influence of a distractor is a
function of its objective intensity and the attention given
to it. Jacobson (32:39) concluded, "Hence there seems in
genenal no noom for doubt but that the subjective intensity
of sensations may be reduced by the pnesence of other
sensations. rr
Investigating the influence of visual and auditory
patterns on tactile ::ecognition Abe] (7) stated that as
childnen mature their tactile experiences become mone and
more dominated by vision and that vision aids in all tactile
discrimination.
In companing the ability of sight and touch to dis-
criminate size Kelvin (35) found no diffenences between the
two senses. This study had subjects discriminate the size
of al-uminum disks between each sense and acnoss both senses.
The design was faulty in one respect. The standand disk
shoul-d have been sensed by both senses togethen, then discni-
minated by each sense al-one. This added gnoup woul-d have
answer?ed the question of sensony dominance in that the domi-
nant sense would have attended to the standard at the expense
of the other. During the discrimination period the dominant
sense would have been more suecessful at choosing the cornect
size.
A latter study by Kelvin and his associate Mulik (36)
investigating the discriminatability of length by sight and
touch attacked Kelvinrs (35) earlien results on the basis of
expenimental design and procedunes. Their new evidence
pointed to the range of the size of the discriminated object
as being the most important facton on which size was chosen.
Therefore, Kelvints (35) previous study stating that there
was no diffenence between vision and touch in their ability
to discniminate size actually shed littIe light onto the
question of sensory dominance.
Audition and Vision
Investigations into the effect of visual stimulation
on auditony sensitivity have been completed. One such study
was reported by Gnegg and Brogden in 1952 (21), Thein sub-
jects neported the presence of an auditory stimulus on
tnials where thene would on woul-d not be a simultaneous
visual stimulus. The logic behind this design was possibly
the presence of the visual stimulus might enhance or detnact
from the sensitivity of heaning. The results 1ed Gregg and
Brogden ( 21) to conclude that the presence of a visual stim-
ulus decreased the sensitivity of audition. Auditor"y
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thnesholds weue seen as being elevated by the presence of
vision.
Another investigation into the effects of visual
stimulation on auditory acuity was reported by Gulick and
Smith (22). Their nesults differed from those of Gregg and
Brogcien (21) in that no diffenences were found either facili-
tating or inhibiting audition by differ^ent intensities of
visual stimulation. The authors hypothesized that thein dif-
fering results couLd have been due to altered attention
nather than sensory interaction.
Investigating the effects of auditory stimulation
on visual detection (opposite to previously cited investi-
gation) Watkins and Feehner (54) pnesented subjects with a
constant modenate Ievel of auditory noise while they
detected visual signals. Their results showed no signifi-
cant difference on visual detectability between the noise
group and the no noise gnoup.
Comparing the ability of subjects to maintain
vigilence with auditory, visual, and a combination of the
senses, Baker, ward, and Sipowicz (10) reported no diffenence
between the modes. The authons stated that thene were vani-
ations between individuals in arI groups and that in some
cases people used both senses to good advantage whene as
others may neject one channel entinely.
A more necent investigation was carried out in 1970
by Loveless, Brebner, and Hamilton (43). In their papen
they reponted the results of foun experiments on sensory
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interaction. The first expeniment compared the detection
nate of visual, auditory, and visuo-auditory signals. It
was found that the utilization of the combination of the
two senses led to a highen detection nate. It was suggested
that physiological summation was the neason fon their
findings. Physiological summation was described as the
priming of neural pathways for gneaten amounts of incoming
infonmation. Because subjects wene anticipating a greaten
amount of sensony infonmation, the bnain could somehow adapt
on prepare for its transmission. This would explain the
difference in performance of the groups in this experiment.
The second expeniment was identical to the first
except the signals to be detected were masked with auditory
noise. This sensation was added to see if ttre noise wouLd
hamper on facilitate the detectability of the auditory,
visualr op bisensory modality. The results showed that
attending simultaneously to an auditory and a visual source
had no advense affect on the ovenal} nate of signal detection.
The authors concluded (43:186), ',. there appeat:s to be
no reason to suppose that attention to two sources of .infor-
mation impairs performance on either.tt
The next expeniment completed by these authors was
designed to determine if ttre detection of a weak visual sig-
nal was improved when accompanied by an auditony signal.
Thnee groups of subjects received the visual signal sometimes
with and sometimes without the auditony signal. The nesults
showed that detection rates were greaten fon the group that
neceived auditory signals with every visual signal. The
authons hypothesized that this group perfonmed better
because the auditory signal informed the subjects when to
scan the visual display; that is, the subjects raised their
attention on the visual- display when they heand the sound.
In their genenal conclusion Loveless, Bnebnen, and
Hamilton (43) pnesented two factons which affect bisensory
perfonmance. The first was the characteristics of the
stimuli themselves; specifically, which ones are to be
monitored, which act as distnactens and ane they weak or
strong signals. The second class of factons concenn the
strategy that subjects employed during perfonmance. The
strategy chosen may neflect the way the subject penceives
the requinements of the task. The.se perceptions are most
Iikely different fon each given subject. Given diffenent
perceptions there will be diffenent stategies and thenefone
diffenent pe::fonmances. The most important infonmation
should be sought out and employed in any st::ategy. The
authons stated that it was interesting to speculate whether
a subjeetrs method of openation could be manipulated by
instnuction so as to lead to optimum penfor-mance.
Further study into sensory inte:raction compa::ed
adults and children in thein tactile-kinesthetic localizing
movements. Abel (6) hypothesized that these movements
have suffened a decnement in adults because of a shift to
EffeCts 6f A
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dependency on vision as the principle or dominant sensony
contnol. Among chil-dnen, it was stated, thene is less inten-
fenence from vision. Her investigation was conducted in
order to test the age dependency question. Subjects welre
50 adults with an average age of 19.4 yeans and 50 childnen
with an average age of 10.5 years. Both groups penformed
on a distance re-estimating board. Tactile-kinesthetic and
visual infonmation were utilized in both experiencing and
re-estimating the distance. The results supported the age
dependency hypothesis in that the younger gnoup performed
to the same proficiency on both tactile-kinesthetic and
visual tasks where as the adults were less adept at pen-
fonming the tactile-kinesthetic task than the visual task.
The author stated that the dominance of vision intenfened
with the tactil-e-kinesthetic per ceptions of the adults and
that the results suppo::ted her theony.
In comparing the development of a simple ballistic
skill with and without visual contnol, Wtriting and Cockerill
(58) found that childnen aged 5 to 6 years did not penfonm as
well without vision as childnen aged 10 to 11, 15 to 15, on
18 years and over. The task utilized in this expeniment
was one of positioning a point on a board under an araraow.
Diffe::ent distances were utilized. A screen was placed in
front of the visual field so as to block out visual infon-
mation duning positioning. Subjects in the non-visual
group positioned f:rom memory whene as the visual gnoup had
constant visual- feedback. The youngest age groups that
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performed with the least accuracy unden the non-vision con-
dition were thought not to be able to maintain visual images
as well as the other group. The reasons given for this were
developmental and experiential. The reason for the greaten
accuracy in the oloer group was seen as a greaten ability to
store visual images. ft is intenesting to note that kines-
thetic on proprioceptive infonmation was not mentioned in
the discussion. Apparently the authors were of the opinion
that this sense played a minon role in the aquisition of
this ski11.
Lonq Term Deprivation
of Vl-sr-on
Long term deprivation of visual stimulation enhanced
auditory sensitivity. This nesult was reponted by Duda and
Zubek (18). Their subject.s were depnived of visual- stimu-
lation fon one week. The subjects were tested on days one
thnough seven for auditory thnesholds and also on days 1,
2, 5, and 7 after^ vision was reinstated. Thein nesults
indicated that auditory thresholds were lowen due to the
prolonged darkness and continued to be lower, although to
a lesser degnee, the following week. The authors hypothe-
sized that their subjects utilized thein auditony sense to
a gneater degnee duning the da::kness and this enabled
audition to become more sensitive. Duda and Zubek (18) con-
cluded that their results support the idea that visual
deprivation does in fact enhance auditory sensitivity and
could also enhance the sensitivity of othen senses.
|
An inc::ease in tactile acuity as well as in sensi-
tivity to heat and pain were also found in subjects placed
in darkness fon seven days. This experiment reported by
Zubek, F1ye, and Aftanas (59) was identical in design as
that canried out by Duda and Zubek (J-8). The authors
reported uniform differences in sensitivity for all experi-
mental subjects. The subjectsr spontaneous ::emarks sup-
ponted the experimental nesults in that individuals reported
that the soles of their feet and arms were very sensitive
duning the darkness.. One subject said that fon the first
time in his life he was ticklish. Others reponted that upon
thein neturn home the radio seemed unusually 1oud. The
authons hypothesized that the visuaL depnivation may sensi-
tize centain areas of the centnal neuvous system leading
to incneased sensitivity in the othen senses.
Linean Positioning Tasks
Another method utilized in the quest fon infonmation
neganding sensory dominance was to contnol the source of
sensory information pnovided to subjects during the learning
of a skill-. Battig (I1) employed this method in an exper-
iment involving a lever positioning task. Battigt s subjects
welre pnovided infonmation about the lever position through
their visual, auditory, on kinesthetic senses. This
experiment was designed to see whieh, if any, of the senses
pnovided the most appnopriate infonmation for the learning
of the skiII. The nesults showed that the group pnovided
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with visual information leanned and penfonmed best. The
authon concluded that vision played the most impontant role
in learning and penformance of this task.
An investigation mol?e dinectly nelated to the
question of sensony dominance in the leanning and pen-
fonmance of a specific skilI was neponted by Adams, Gopher,
and Lintenn (9). subjects in this study leanned to position
a handle along a linean guide naiI. Gnoups rearned the
skiI1 with augmented and minimal visual feedback, augmented
propnioceptive feedback, minimal proprioceptive feedback,
and combinations of these four conditions. The nesults
showed that those groups that leanned with visual sensations
penfonmed significantly betten than those who leanned with
pnopnioceptive infonmation. The authons concluded that
I'vision overpowers pnoprioception when it is pnesent and
degnades pnoprioceptionts influence, but pnoprioception is
not potent enough to wonk convensely and enode the infl_uence
of vision" (9.:20). EvoLution was hypothesized as being a
lleason fon sensony dominance.
Klein and Posnen ( 39 ) conducted two experiments
investigating reproduction perfonmance on a rinear posi-
tioning task aften diffenent sensory modalities were
utilized fon leanning the task. vision and kinesthesis
were the modalities utilized, both individually and in com-
bination, fon learning and reproducing the linear movements.
The experiments wene designed to ascentain which modalities
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wene more beneficial- and which wene attended to duning
leanning. Fnom their results Klein and Posner (39) con-
cluded that when both modalities are pnesent vision is pri-
marily attended to for complex tnacking tasks. Duning the
mone complex trials only one source of infonmation could be
attended and this was vision. They also concluded that the
processing of kinesthetic information is eroded by vision,
but vision is not convensely affected by kinesthesis
Skil1 Acquisition
The litenature reviewed in this section has dealt
with expe::imental tasks. It would be interesting to see
any effect of sensory interaction in a more natunal setting
or one mol:e dinectly applicable to the praetionerr s world.
One such study was completed by West (57) who investigated
the nole of vision and kinesthesis in the aquisition of a
typew::iting ski11. This investigation involved novice
through expert typists utilizing visual- on kinesthetic infon-
mation in their typing lessons. Groups from all leve1s peu-
fonmed under nonmal conditions (witfr visual feedback) and
without vision (they could not see thei:: nesults on thein
hands). The groups were taught and tested under these con-
ditions for aceuracy. The ::esults showed that the skilled
groups perfo::med at the same 1eve1 unden both conditions
while the novice typists did not penform as well when they
could not see. West (57) offe:red the conclusion that to
the novice vision offers vital infonmation to kinesthesis.
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The pnopnioceptors in the arms and fingers must equate speci-
fic movements with specific keys on the machine. Without
the aid of vision, propnioception cannot sense discnepancies
or mistakes made by a movement and, thenefone, littIe
learning can occur. rt was also suggested that revising the
traditional methods of teaching typing to include visual
feedback in early stages of learning might incnease
efficiency.
Two investigations dealing with balancing unden dif-
fening sensory conditions were conducted. one was neported
by Dickinson (17) and the other by Shick and Stoner (50).
The Dickinson (17) study was designed to ascentain whethen
on not the absence of vision would hamper or impnove ba1-
ancing perfonmance. Fnom pneliminany testing Dickinson
(17:60) stated:
From pilot studies using sighted subjects it
became eyident that when any visual infonmation
was available the subjects tended to rely heavily
on this soufnce of info::mation even though it may
have proved inadequate. It seemed that if sub-jects could in some way be made awaue of thekinesthetic infonmation available, thein per-
fonmances would improve. Thus it was decided
that some completely blindfold practice might be
useful in dinecting the subjects attention tokinesthetic cues theneby producing better" resultsin the minimal expenimental situation to foIIow.
From thre pnevious quote it was evident that the
design of the study included gnoups with no visual info::-
mation duning tnaining, minimal visual info::mation, and
normal visual- information du::ing the training per.iod. Sub-
jects in each group per"formed 30 trials on a l2-foot 1ong,
2-inch wide beam. Groups trained under each of the con-
ditions with 10 or 20 trials with the last 10 senving as
test trials. The results showed that those groups who
trained under the no vision condition perfonmed better when
they gained their sight companed to those sighted on par-
tia11y sighted groups.
The author concluded that the subjects paid attention
to what they saw nather than what they felt even though this
was not the most useful information. By training subjects
to attend to thein internal information they improved on
thein balancing performance.
Shick and Stonenrs (50) balancing study neported in
1977 employed 27 junior high school girls who leanned to
balance on a dynabilometer. During Iea::ning subjects uti-
lized all of their senses. The subjects were divided into
3 groups fon testing. One performed while blindfolded,
another perfonmed while weaning eanphones, and the third
group penformed while weaning both earphones and a blind-
fold. The nesults proved intenesting in that th-e group that
perfouoed without visual on auditory cues perforrned signifi-
c4ntIy. better th-an the two groups wittr_ ttr-e one occluded
sense. rt was tr-ypothesized by th-e auttr-ors trlat performance
was heightened in th-e g?oup lacking visual and auditory.
cues because they eith-er we::e not distracted by the non-.
e*istent info::rnati'on and had to rely more on their kines-.
thetic sense on that thr-is condition made th-e task more
difficult and demanded gneate:r attention and effort.
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Reaction Time
The ■iterature cOncern■ng intersensory effects on
reaction time was a■ most nonexistent unti■ the ■9701se
One ear■y report, however, appeared in the 」ourn ■ of Exper―
■mental Psy9hσ■ogy in ■9■8 and was authored by Casse■ and
Da■enbach (■3)。  They investigated the effects of auditory
distractioi on visua■readtion time.  Subjects were pre―
sented a f■ash of ight to react to a■ong wュth n auditory
distractOr that occurred before, dur■ng, or a ter the f■ashe
The effects of the distractor were found to reduce, ■engthen,
and have no effect on tota■ reaction ime.  The authors
expressed the need for further study into the effects of
distractors and noted that the attitude of the subject was
an ■mportant factor ュn the overa■■ resu■ts of the exper■―
ment in that highly motivated indiv■dua■s tend to be dis―
tracted more eas■ly than those taking a pass■ve attitude.
Reaction time to two different sources Of infor―
mation was found to decrease when subjects were certain of
the event and increased when event uncerta■nty increased.
This experiment, reported by Adams and Chambers C8),
invo■ved subjects reacting to an auditory stimu■us with one
hand and to a v■sua■stimu■us w■th the othere There were
different ratios of s■mu■tane us■y occurr■ng to s■ng■y
occurring stimu■i presented to the bimoda■ group.  The
results showed that when bottr- auditony and visual stirnuli
occur::ed simultaneously neaction times were faster. The
speed was simi1ar to that of auditory neaction time aJone.
Reasons for this wel:e that the auditony stimulus was a cue
fo:: the visual receptors to prepare for a stimulus. This
woul-d speed up the neaction. irrihen subjects r^rere uncertain
as to wh-ich stimuli would occur, reaction time increased
to a time similar to that of vision aIone. The visual-
stimulus governed the speed of ::esponse for uncertain
stimuli. Possibly subjects depended molre on their visual
sense when they wene not sune which stimulus was going to
be presented whereas when subjects were sure they neacted
to the f astest stimuli. In this case it was audition ttr-at
govenned the reaction. The authons (8) concluded that
bisensory responding was superion to unisensory responding
wtr-en stimulus events were certain because bothr, movements
could be made simultaneously.
Reaction to light and sound was investigated
llersLr-enson ( 31). Subjects in tr-is experiment neacted
visual, auditory, or a combination of th-e two stimuli. One
variable taken into account in this study was stimulus onset
asynchrony. since reaction time to an auditory stimulus is
faster than to a visual stimulus it was hypoth-esized that
if the visual stimulus could be pnesented a shor^t time
befone the auditony stimulus, neaction times would be even
faster. The logic behind this hypothesis lies in the idea
that visual infonmation takes physically longer to neactl
processing centers of the brain than do auditony sensations.
The authors manipulated the onset of both stimuli so that
?????
?
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the auditory and visual infonmation wourd reach the brain
at the same time. To do this the visual stimurus hras pre-
sented befone the auditory stimurus by a time equal to the
diffenence between the ::eaction times of the two modarities
alone. The results clearly indicated intersensory facili-
tation fon the pained light and sound stimuli. This effect
v.ras found only when the pnoper amount of stimulus onset
asynchrony was pnesent. Arso evident in the data was inhi_
bition in that when the light and sound stimuli occunned
rrnormallytt at the same time neaction times were slower than
either of the two stimuli alone. This was puzzling to the
author and he presented no explanation for its occurrence.
Possibly the information may have been too much to process
at one time leading to the increase in reaction time.
rnvestigating human sensory dominance, colavita (15)
found that vision dominated response perfonmance. He con-
ducted four experiments, each designed to add infonmation
on different aneas of sensory dominance. The first exper-
iment involved a choice neaction time task in which subjects
neacted to both an auditor-y and a visual stimulus. unimodal
as werl as bimodal trials occurred. The single mode trials
pnoduced faster reaction times for the auditony stimulus
wLr-en compared with the visual stimurus. The bimodar tnials
were much slower. Another finding was that on tlr-e conflict
tnials subjects chose to respond to the light stimulus 49
out of 50 times. This nesult implies that subjects paid
attention to tlre visual stimulus even though the audito:ry
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infonmation would have lead to a faster reaction. On 16
of the 49 conflict trials whene the light key was pressed,
subjects neponted that they were not awal?e that both
stimuli had been pnesented. The one subject who did pness
the auditony key on the conflict trial indicated that he
had made a mistake and should have pnessed the light key.
The second experiment was designed to see if the
subjects pnepotency to the visual stimulus could be altened
by incneasing the subjective intensity of the auditory
stimulus. Befone the experiment, subjects naised the audi-
tory stimulus so that it sounded twice as loud as the visual
stimulus appeared. Again conflict as well as single modal
trials occunred. The results were similar to those of
experiment one in that of 110 conflict tnials light key
pnesses occunred 97 times. 0n 86 of these trials subjects
were awane of the auditory stimulus, but on the remaining
24 they wene not.
The thind experiment conducted by Colavita (15) was
designed to see if the darkness of the room, the use of a
verbal neady signal: op deception about the conflict t::ials
were nesponsible for the results found in experiments one
and two. The room lights were turned up, a non-ve::baI
neady signal was used and subjects knew that conflict tnials
were going to occur. Again the results were consistent
with those of the finst two experiments. Fonty-seven out
of 50 conflict trials resulted in light key responses..
The results of experiments one and two were, therefore,
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not due to the factons mentioned above.
In the fourth experiment subjects were told to press
the tone key when they sensed both an auditory and a visual
stimulus. This procedure was introduced in an effort to
alter the pnepotency of vision on conflict trials. The
results showed vision to be dominant in that of 60 conflict
tnials; light key presses occurred 36 times while tone key
presses occunred 24 times. The mean neaction time for the
light key presses was 330 msec while the mean reaction time
fon the tone key presses was 389 msec. This was signifi-
cantly different at the .01 IeveI. This diffe::ence was
intenesting in that auditony neaction time is faster than
visual neaction time. In the conflict condition subjects
were geared to react to the light source and when they heard
the tone it took a longer period of time to neorient their
l?esponses to the tone key.
In his general conclusion Colavita (15) stated that
in all the conditions his subjects perfonmed, the visuaL
stimulus tended to dominate behavior. B::oadbent!s single
channel processing model was offered as an explanation for
ttr.e nesults. The single chlannel model indlcates ttr-at infor--.
mation from one modarity may be pr:ocessed at a time and that
other infor:mation may be passed by because of thi's. If the
yisual sense is actually dominant, then light informati'on
wourd be processed first. The results from experiment four
indicated that channel switching occunned in ttr-at auditony
neaction time was longer tlr-an visual reaction time. Subjects
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were attending to the visual channel, then had to switch to
the auditory channel to make their nesponse. If the brain
can be thought of as a processor of infonmation with a
limited capacity to process information, then the nesults
from Colavitats wonk can be explained.
A more recent investigation of intersensory effects
on reaction time was reponted by Timothy C. Jordon in the
Quarterlv Journal of Expenimental Psvchology in lg72 (33).
This study involved the reaction to vision, pnoprioception,
and a combination of the two senses. Novice fencers per-
formed a disengage motion when they sensed the movement of
a mechanical foil. The visual group watched the mechanical
foil but did not touch it. The proprioceptive group wot?e
blindfolds while they held their foils in contact with the
mechanical foi1. The combination gnoup watched and had
tlr-eir foils in contact with the mechanical foil. When the
subjects sensed the movement of the mechanical foil, they
performed the disengage movement. Elect::odes r^tere placed on
the motor points of the muscles that penfonmed thr-e disengage
movement. This enabled the author to neco::d p::e-motor,
moton, and total reaction time. Ttr-e nesu1ts showed that
vi'suaI reaction time alone was slower than p::opri'oceptive
reaction time aIone. This was not an extrao::dinary finding.
What was unexpectedly found was that th-e combination gnoup
reacted slowen than the proprioceptive gnoup and similar to
thr.e visual group. This was penplexing in that it would be
expected that reaction times woul-d be similan to that of the
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fastest sense available at the time of reaction. This was
not the case however and Jordan (33) offened the explanation
that vision was dominant in its demand for attention by the
bnain. Also that t'. in normal persons nesponses to pro-
prioceptive stimuli seem less than optimally developed owing
to the tendency of domination by other sources of inputrr
( 33: aI) . Combining these two hypotheses , Jondan I s results
ane logicaI. Further investigation is warranted however
befone these hypotheses can be accepted as being tnue.
Jordan ( 33) also hypothesized that a period of
blindfold practice in the early stages of leanning would
produce significantly faster nesponses later in leanning.
If the proprioceptive sense could be developed in early
leanning then possibly the dominance of vision could be
reduced or even removed thereby leading to optimal perfor-
mance in response tasks that utilize both the visual and
p::oprioceptive senses.
Klein and Posner ( 39 ) neplicated the basic conditions
of Jo::dan!s (33) study with a few additions. This study
moved the subjectts fonefilger to the right or 1eft, and
they reacted with their opposite l. and. Ttr-e visual stimulus
was .the movement of a point on a cathode ray tube. Th,e con-
ditions were the same as in Jo::dants study withr- a visual,
kinesthetic and a combination gnoup. TLr,e nesults were con-
sistent with those of uJordan, Klein and Posner (39) were
impressed witlr- the simila::ity of their results and questioned
wtlether they occunred as a nesult of a voluntany stnategy or
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due to an anatomical or physiological nelationship between
the two senses and the decision mechanism. More simply,
did the subjects vol-untarily control the input of the sen-
sations or were they victims of an inhe::ent infonmation
processing mechanism?
In l-977 Klein ( 38) examined the question of attention
and visual dominance through a chronometric analysis. In a
series of three experiments, he investigated the effects of
attending to visual, kinesthetic, auditory, and a combi-
nation of these thr.ee modalities on reaction time. The
first experiment was designed to see the effects of switching
attention fnom one modality to another. Sound se::ved as the
neutral stimulus with vision and kinesthesis as the experi-
mentaL modalities. Subjects listened to a tone and wene
instructed that an auditory, kinesthetic, op a visual
stimulus could occur and were instructed as to the pr4oper
response to each. The results showed that switching to
kinesthesis was fasten than switching to vision. In this
case kinesthesis was superior to vision in attracting
attention.
Tire second experiment was designed to determine if
vision was dominant in its demand of attenti'on in a sr'muI=
taneous pnesentation of a kinesthetic and visual stimulus.
Reaction ti.mes for this expeniment proved to be satis-. ,.
ticarly equa1. Ttlese data suggest no bias to attend vision
in the combined trial-s. The autho:: (3S) suggested that
visual dominance may be due to an inappropriate stnategy
rather than
alities and
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"ather  a built in nelationship between the two mod-
 attention.
In expeniment thnee subjects were told to attend to
one of the modalities but were also told to neact to the
othen if it was presented. rf one modality was harden to
ignone it would show in this design in that a strategy was
dictated for the subjects and any deviations from it would
show in their neaction times. The nesults showed a gneater
resPonse latency when subjects switched attention from kines-
thesis to vision but not from vision to kinesthesis. sub-
jects reported that they did not need to attend kinesthesis
in order to neact quickly to it.
rn his general discussion Klein (39) concluded that
vision was not dominant over kinesthesis when a pnoper stra-
tegy was employed. visuar dominance was found only once in
tb-e stnaight bidmodar series. The author offened the expla-
nation that when the two modalities were present vision
would be attended to if it pnovided sufficient infonmation
with which to complete the task and that this was not due to
built in 
'tha::dwa::err of the nervous system but due to an
impnoper stnategy or a trsoftwanet' explanation which accounts
for the diffenent nesults in the diffenent situations.
Posnen, Nissen and Klein (4s) pnesented a paper
giving an infonmation processing account of visual dominance.
They presented foun propositions which more completely
explained this phenomenon compared with those appearing in
previous litenature. The finst proposition was that
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"Visual stimuli dre not as automatically alerting as in
other modalities, (a5:161). This pnoposition cente::s around
the idea that visual information is handen to pnocess com-
pared to other modarities. rn a reaction time task an. aud.i-
tory accessory stimulus reduced visual reaction but a visual-
accessory stimulus had no effect on auditony neaction time.
Al-so, auditory warning signals proved to be more alenting
than visual warning signals on an auditony reaction time
task. Fon a neaction time task whe::e a visual signal
occunned when an auditory signal was expected reaction times
hlere significantly slower. This was not found, however, for
an auditony signal when a visual- signal was expected. This
implies that visual signals are not as alerting; if they
were as alerting reaction times would not have suffened a
decrement when unexpected.
The second pnoposition was that rrAlenting based on
visuaL stimul-ation r^equires effort" (a5:I6l). This propo-
sition was supported by a study investigating switehing
attention from audition to vision. rt was for:nd ttLat with
long foneperiods (500 msecs) vision was a good wanning sig-
nal for audition but fon shorten foneperiods (150 msecs)
audito::y reaction time was impaned. The lreason for the
decnement was seen as the longer time for th-e visual wanning
signal to be processed. Also that gneaten effor-t had to be
maintained in orden fon the visual information to be sensed
thereby delaying the processing of the auditiony stimulus.
The thind proposition stated that ttThe consequence
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of active attention toward any one modality is a r-eduction
in the availability of the attentive mechanisms to input
from other modalitiesr' ( a5 : l_61) . Mone simply, if a subj ect
is attending to one modality, infonmation p::esented to
another modality might not be pnocessed. Results from a
probability reaction time study support this contention in
that a stimulus presented 80eo of time elicited faster
reaction times than a stimulus pnesented the nemaining ZOeo
of the time. This nesult was found negardless of modality
pnesented the gneaten numben of times. This is saying that
subjects expected one of the stimuli and prepaned for it by
attending to that sense. when the 1ow pnobability stimuri
occunned it suffened a neaction time decrement, for it was
unexpected.
Proposition four (+S: tOt) stated:
To compensate for the l-ow alenting capability
of visual signals, subjects exhibit a gene:ra1
attentionaL bias towand the visual moaitity when-
evelr they are 1ikeIy to neceive neliable input
fnom that modality.
Jondanrs (33)::eaction time study as well as the Klein and
Posner (39) and Klein (38) studies were cited in support of
this pnoposition. Bniefly these studies :reponted that
visual information was attended to ::ather than prop:rioception
in reaction time tasks when both welre available.
Irom tlr-eir reseanch and literature neview Posner,
Nissen and Kl-ein ('+5) concluded that the dominance of vision
was due to poon alenting mechanisms of this modality. If
this is true, then one would have to continually attend
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vision in order to process its infonmation. The other
senses would suffer an attentional deficit and, thenefone,
a loss in their capacity to detect information.
Summary
Fnom the litenatune nevieweo on the effects of
al-tened sensation on perception it was clear that there was
general agreement on basic issues. One of the issues was
that of adaptation to prisms. Adaptation was the phenomenon
that occu::ned after exposune to prisms when inconrect move-
ments became correct. Mone simply, after seeing that their
initial movements were inconnect, subjects compensated fon
the discnepancy and were able to make conrect movements. In
the prism litenatune the question that was evident was in
which sense was the adaptation taking plaee? Vision was the
sense that was altered with companison sensony detections
made by proprioception, kinesthesisr op audition. The most
widely reseanched and accepted theony was the Hel-d neaf-
ference theony (29). This theory stated that adaptation
would occur if a discnepancy between a motor command and the
resultant limb movement was sensed. Researchens designed
investigations that attempted to test this theory. HeId and
his associates (26r 27r 28r 29r 30) pnesented evidence sup-
ponting his contention as did Pick and Hay (44), Hamilton
(23) and Coren (16). These autho::s al-I concluded that
changes occunned in the position sense and not in the visual-
sense. Vision was seen as the teacher of propnioception in
l4
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that, after adaptation, proprioceptors took on new names ou
new positions that l-ed to conrect movements.
Although Heldrs neaffenent theony was genenally
aecepted, several studies presented evidence nefuting it.
Ka1i1 and Freedman (34), Singen and Day (5I), Welch and
Rhoades (56), Weinstein et al. (55), and Cohen (14) presented
evidence of adaptation whene neaffenence was not necessary.
Intermanual transfer of adaptation occurred as well as
adaptation to passively moved 1imbs. Weinstein et aI. (55)
concluded that the discnepancy between seen and felt
location presented sufficient infonmation for adaptation to
to occur. Hay and Pick (25) conducted a long term study of
adaptation to prisms. These were the only authons who spec-
ulated adaptation in the visual sense. This study was
can::ied out fon a six-week period, much longen than othen
studies appearing in the 1iteratune. Visual- adaptation was
not found until the latten stages of the expe::iment.
What is most important about the prism litenatune
summanized to this point does not concenn the question of
how adaptation occunned but of whene adaptation occurned.
In all studies but one (25) adaptation occurued in the prol.
pnioeeptive sense. Vision was seen as dominant in this
r^espect.
The other use of altened vision was in making com-
parison judgments of object size and shape. The most rePne-
sentative investigations wene those of Rock (46, 47, 48)
and Harris (24). These investigato::s altened the visual
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penception of object si-ze and shape with prisms. The sub-
jects sensed the si-ze of objects with vision and pnoprio-
ception then made critenion judgments with each sense.
Vision turned out to be the sense utilized in learning the
size and shape of the object in that objects were picked
that conresponded to the altened visual perception and not
the unaltered proprioceptive perception. Explaining these
nesults was the propnioceptive change hypothesis. This
hypothesis contended that pnopnioceptors took on new narnes
'or new meanings to correspond with the visual perception.
Kinney and Luria (37) stated that subjects appanently cannot
inhibit responses based on visual- stimuli even though the
visual information is detrimental to the successful com-
pletion of the task.
In the anea of intensensony facilitation and inhi-
bition, sensations fnom one modality wetfe seen to affect
the processing capacity of anothen modality. This was found
early in the ]itenatune by 
'Jacobson (32). Funthen investi-
gation started to reveal visual dominance in memory tasks
(6). Incneased sensitivity to auditory (1g) and tacitile
( 59 ) sensations were denived as a ::esuIt of long tenm depri-
vation of visual stimuli. The deprivation was found to
enhance the sensitivity of the other senses by removing the
dominant sense of vision.
The leven-positioning studies found that vision was
the most impontant sense fon learning and pe::fonming this
type of skil1 (9, 11, 39, 58). Adams and his associates
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( 9 ) and Klein and Posner ( 39 ) concluded that for linear
positioning tasks the processing of propnioceptive
information is eroded by vision, but vision is not con-
vensely affected by kinesthesis.
Vision was found to hamper penfonmance in balancing
tasks (]7, 50). Two reasons wene offened fon this nesult.
One, vision pnovided less beneficial or distracting infon-
mation for balancing companed to kinesthesis. Two, the
absence of visual infonmation made the task harder nequiring
gneaten attention and effort to complete the task which 1ed
to the better performance
Two investigators found either no effect on impnoved
perfonmance on signal detection tasks with more than one
rnodality (10, 43). Physiological summation on a pniming of
the neunal pathways urere hypothesized as being the reasons
for this imp::oved penfonmance.
The reaction time litenatune presented the most sub-
stantial evidence supponting the contention that vision is
dominant in its demand for attention. The sensony modali-
ties effected by vision were audition and proprioception.
Vision was attended to over audition when stimulus uncer-
tainty was high (8, 31) and when subjects were centain of
the stimulus to be pnesented (15). Most subjects in an
investigation Colavita (15) conducted wene unaware that an
auditony signal occurred when attending to a visual stimuli.
Also, subjects who wene told to respond to an auditony stim-
ul-us when both visual and auditory stimuli were pnesent had
trouble keeping thein attention and nesponses off the visual
modality.
More recent investigations involving reaction time
found that vision was dominant in its demand for attention
over pnoprioceptive stimuli (33, 38, 39, 45). This was an
intenesting result in that proprioceptive neaction time was
faster than visual neaction time individually yet the visual
infonmation was attended to when both modalities were pne-
sent. Jondan (33) hypotheslzed that propnioception was less
than optimally developed and, therefone, vision would be
attended to.
Although most author"s have explained the dominance
of vision by saying it is a stnonger mor€ elaborate sense
(9, f5, 33r 46) Posner, Nissen and Klein (45) offened a
dramatically different explanation. They hypothesi.zed that
vision is not as automatically alerting, that it nequires
mone effont to process visual infonmation, and that because
of its inferion alerting capacities subjects tend to exert
mone attention to it when they expect to receive visual infor-
mation. This was contnar.y to what was genenally thought to be
tnue, but it offened a more logical explanation than any othen
pneqented. If vision is in fact the weaker sense, it follows
that one would have to continually exert effont to pnocess its
infonmation. Because of this attentional bias towand vision
other senses woul-d have to suffen a processing decnement.
Most of the results from the altened sensation and intersen-
sory effect studies can be explained using this theory.
Chapter" 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter defines the selection of subjects;
their assignment to groups; the treatments that were admin-
istered to each group; and the testing instrument utilized
to measure the r.eaction times of the subjects. The estab-
lishment of test reliability; method of data collection;
and the statistical analysis applied to the data were also
described.
Selection of Subjects
Subjects were 30 right hand dominant volunteer male
and femal-e gnaduate and undengraduate students enroll-ed at
Ithaca College during the faI1 semester of l-977. Their ages
ranged from 19 to 23 years, with an average age of 20.L
years. A random numbe:: table was utilized to assign the
subjects to one of two treatment gnoups and one control
group. Five male and five female subjects wene assigned to
each of the gnoups. Fon the first five days one tneatment
gl?oup reacted to visuaL infonmation, whil-e the othen reacted
to propnioceptive information. Both neacted to the two
sources of info::mation for the second five days. The con-
trol group neacted to both visual and proprioceptive thnough-
out the 10 days;
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Testing Instruments
The testing instruments used in this study were the
Hunten Klockounter model 120-c, visual-proprioceptive stimu-
lator (Appendix A), Hunten Decade fntenval Timer model
111-c: series-e, buzzer, cassette tape necorder and player,
ean phones, blinding goggles, a cassette neconding of white
noise, and a micro-switch button.
The visual-propnioceptive stimulatou was secunely
clamped to a platform so that the top would be set at the
same height as the arm rest of the stimulated arm (left arm)
This height was 92 centimetens from the floor. The micro-
switch button was set at the same height as the reacting arm
(right arm). This was also 92 centimeters. The subjects
sat in a chair that had the two arm nests. The tape neconder
and the tape of the white noise were present in the room
with the subject, along with the visual-pnopnioceptive
stimulator and the micno-switch button. The investigator
sat in an adjacent room with the timing and warning
equipment.
Methods of Data Collection
The subjects sat in a stnaight back chair,
Instnuctions were played to the subjects from a cassette
neconden. The instructions explained what was expected of
the subject on the first day. 0n subsequent days, the
instructions were read to the subject. White noise was
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presented to the subjects thnough earphones so that they
would not hear any noise pnoduced by the visual-pnopnio-
ceptive stimulaton. The investigaton then went into the
contnol room. A buzzer was rung to wann the subject that
the next tr.ia1 was to begin. The subjects, when neady,
depressed the micro-switch button wittr- the middle and index
fingens of thein right hand as they either held on watched
the joy stick of the visual-pnoprioceptive stimulator or
did both, depending on their treatment condition, and waited
for the onset of the stimulus. Upon their finst sensation
of movement, the subjects lifted their fingers from the
micro-switch button.
Fon the f irst five 
. 
days , the visual reaction ti-rne
group held a black dummy stick th-at did not move and ::eacted
to the movement of the real stick. The second five days
ttr-is gnoup held the movable stick and reacted to visual and
pnoprioceptive sensations. The proprioceptive reaction time
group hel-d the moveable stick and wene blindfolded. They
reacted to propnioceptive sensations fon ttr-e first five
days, then neacted to both visual and proprioceptive sen-
sations for the second five days. The visual- and pnoprio-
ceptive neaction time group watched and held the moveable
stick. They neacted to both visual and proprioceptive
sensations for all ten days.
The Klockounter started at the onset of tlr-e movement
of the visual-pnoprioceptive stimulaton and stopped when
the micro-switch button was rel-eased. The investigator
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necorded the neaction time in milliseconds, ::eset the timing
equipment, and rang the buzzen to signal the subject that
the next trial could begin.
At the moment the subject pressed the micno-switch
button, the interval timer that timed the preparatory inter-
va1 for that tnial was initiated. Preparatory intenvals of
1.5, 2.0r 2.5, and 3.0 seconds were randomly set before each
trial. Each occumed an equal number" of times per d.y.
Catch trials were also nandomly presented at different times
at a frequency of ten pencent of the total number of trials.
Scoring of Data
Reaction time scores welle measured fnom the onset
of movement of the handle of the visual-proprioceptive stimu-
lator to the release of the micro-switch button by the middle
and index finger of the right hand. The time was reconded in
mil]iseconds after each triaL. l,lean scores were computed for
each subject, tneatment and sex fon each day and week.
Treatment of Data
Analyses of variance were computed for" the finst and
second weeks as well as fon days 3, 4, 5, and 8, 9, 10 for
ttr-e purpose of identifying significant differences between
tneatments, sex, and days. The .05 levef of confidence
was utilized for the determination of significant diffen-
ences as well as fon the punpose of accepting or nejecting
the nul1 hypotheses. When significant diffenences did
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occur, the Newman-Keu1s post-hoc test of significant dif-
fe::ences between means was used to identify whe::e ttr-e
differences were.
An intnaclass cornelation was computed fon days 3,
4, 5, and days B, 9, 10 for the determination of ::eliability
coefficients for the scores from each of these periods.
Summary
This chapter pnesented the methods and procedur:es
utilized to gather and analyze the data. subjects were
thirty male and female graduate and undergnaduate students
ennoLled at rthaca college duri.ng the fall- semester , 1g77.
Th-e subjects were randomly. assigned to eithen a control-
group on to one of two tneatment gnoups. The instruments
used to recond neaction time were the visual-propnioceptive
stimulator, Hunter Kl-ockounter, Hunten Decade Intenval
Timer, and a micro-switch button.
Subjects in all gnoups perfonmed 40 tnials pen
day for 10 days. The experimental' groups perfonmed util-
i:zing a single modality fon the first five days then both
rnodalities fon tlr-e second five days. The control- group
perfonmed util-izlng both modalities over all 10 days. Pre-
paratory intervals of f.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 seconds were
nandomly placed thnoughout the-40 triats each occuning an
equal_ numben of times. Catch trials occun::ed four times
per testing session. Reactions wene completed by sensing
the movement of the handl-e of the visual-propnioceptive
stimulator and neleasing the micno-switch button.
times were neconded in rnilliseconds.
Mean scones were computed for each subject, tneat-
ment, and sex for each day and each week. Analyses of
vaniance wene computed fon each week and for the last thnee
days of each week. The .05 level of confidence was utilized
for accepting or nejecting nuII hypotheses. Intnaclass
cornelations r^rere used for the computation of reliability
coerrLcl-ents.
Reaction
Chapten 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The purpose of this chapter is to present a summary
of the analysis of the data. The major analyses will be
presented in the following sequence: analysis of neaction
time scores for days 1, 2) 3, 4, and 5; analysis of neaction
time scores fon days 6, 7 , 8, 9, and 10; and a sunmary of
the analyses.
Analysis of Reaction Time Scores
for Days 1, 2) 3, 4, and 5
Mean reaction times weue computed for each group
and sex for each day and ane pnesented in Table 1. An exam-
ination of the means fon each day and for each group showed
a gene::al decnease in neaction time as the week pnognessed.
Reaction times decreased from day one to day two and l-eveled
off during the next thnee days. The average visual neaction
time of 216. 83 milliseconds (msec) was slower than the
avenage combination reaction time of r70.32 msec. The combi-
nation neaction time was slightly slower than the pnoprio-
ceptive neaction time of l-G4.7z. An examination of the
reaction times fon each sex showed that mean neaction fon
females was 191.56 and fon males 176.q2 msec.
To. ascertain if any of the afonementioned diffenences
62
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were significant an analysis of variance (Ai'lOVA) was com-
puted. The results from the analysis are summanized in
Table 2. For 2 and 24 degrees of freedom an.F::atio of
3.40 is nequined fon significance at the .05 1eve1. The
obtained F natio of 23.09 for the main effect of tneatments
exceeded the value requined for significance. The nu1l
hypothesis that no significant differences between tneat-
ments existed was nejected. Fon purposes of identifying
where the differences between the groups existed the Newman-
Keuls test for signifieant differences for paired means was
employed. The nesults of the test showed significant diffen-
ences between the propnioceptive and visual group and between
the combination and visual gnoup. No significant diffenence
was found between the proprioceptive and combination gnoups.
Figure 1 illustnates these diffenences and similanities.
For 1 and 24 degrees of fneedom an F ratio of 4.26
is nequined fon significance at the .05 1eve1. The obtained
F ratio of 4. 80 for the main effect of sex exceeded the value
required for significance. Since thene were two sexes and,
thenefone, one degnee of fneedom, a simple comparison of the
means for sex was utilized to identify the fasten and slowen
group. The results of the comparison showed males to be
faster than females (Figune 2) . At the .05 level fon 4 and
96 degnees of freedomr dD F ratio of 2.50 is nequined for
significance. The obtained F ::atio of 9.21 fon the days by
sex interaction exceeded the value required for significance.
An intenaction indicates that a statement contrasting either
65
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of the intenacting variables is not possible. In the pre-
sent investigation, the diffenences found between sexes may
depend on which day this effect is examined. To undenstand
this intenaction between sex and days, pnofiles were con-
structed that are illustrated in Figure 2. As can be seen
in the profiles the diffenences between females and males
wene quite lange for days 1 and 2 and hrere considerably
l-ess for days 3, 4, and 5. For this reason it would be
inconnect to state that the significant effect for sex
neported above was pnesent acnoss all days.
An F ratio of 2.50 was requined for significance
at the .05 level- for 4 and 96 degrees of fneedom. The
obtained F ratio of 26.45 for the main effect of days
exceeded the value required for significance. This indi-
cated that the groups perfonmed diffenently on diffenent
days. A trend analysis was penformed to determine whene
diffenences occumed. Results showed that a significant
quadnatic tnend was present. A quadratic trend is one in
which there is one change in the slope of a plotted l-ine.
Figure 3 presents an illustration of this trend.
An analysis of variance for days 3, 4, and 5 was
completed. A suflrmary of the results from the analysis wene
presented in Table 3. upon examination of the results it
was evident that the main effect fon tneatments was stiII
significant but that the significance for sex, days, and
days X sex had disappeared.
Reliability of the scores fon days 3, 4, and 5 was
69
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determined by intraclass correlation. The intnaclass corre-
lation pnocedune utilized the between subjects vaniance
(mean square subjects) minus the emor vaniance (mean squane
ennor) divided by the between subjects variance. These com-
ponents were derived from a tneatment by subjects analysis
of variance. Table 4 presents a sunmary of these variances
and the ::eliability of days 3, 4, and 5. A neliability coef-
ficient of .999 was found, indicating that the data were
rel-iabl-e.
Analysis of Reaction Time Scones
for Days 6, 7 ) 8, 9, and 10
Mean neaction times were computed fon gnoup and sex
for each day, as are shown in Table 5. An examination of
the mean scores of the gnoups fon the five days showed a
decnease of approximately 10 msec for the combination group
and visual gnoup while the pnoprioceptive guoup nemained
approximately the same. There appeared to be no great dif-
fenences between the sexes either for specific gnoups or
over all groups. An analysis of vaniance was used to deten-
mine if any of the differences were significant. The
:resul-ts from the analysis were surnmarized in Table O. For
2 and 24 degrees of f::eedom an F ratio of 3.40 is nequined
for significance at the .05 leve}. For the main effect of
tneatments the F ratio of 2.34 did not exceed the value
::equired for significance. The null hypothesis that no sig-
nificant diffenences between treatments existed was accepted.
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- Table 4
Sounces of Variation for Days 3, 4, and 5
and the Estimate of Reliability
based on the IntnaclassCorrelation Coefficient
Mean Square
Subj ects
Mean Square
Enror R
.07995 。0000626 .999
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For l and 24 degnees of f::eedom an F ratio of 4.26 was
nequired for significance at the .05 level. The obtained
F r.atio of 0.29 fon the main effect of sex did not exceed
the nequined value for signifieance. The diffenences found
between sexes for the first week hlere not evident the second
week. An F ratio of 2.50 was required fon significance at
the .05 level for 4 and 96 degnees of freedom. The obtained
F ratio of 4.96 for the main effect of days.exceeded the
value required for significance. This indicated that the
groups penfonmed differently fnom day to day. An analysis
of vaniance was used to examine the means from days 8, 9,
and 10. The results fnom the analysis were summanized in
Table 7. The results were similar to those of the ANOVA fo::
days 6, 7 , 8, 9, and 10 except that the diffenences found
fon days were no longer present. For 2 and 48 degrees of
fneedom an F ratio of 3.21 is required for significance at
the .05 leveI. The obtained F ratio of 5.84 for ttr-e days by
sex effect exceeded the value nequired fon significance.
This indicated that males and females penforrned differently
on diffenent days.
Reliability of the scores of days 8, 9, and 10 was
determined by intnaclass connelation. The pnocedure util-
ized fon this was identical to that of the first week.
Table 8 presents a sunmary of the variances and the reli-
ability fon days B, 9, and 10. A reliability coefficient
of .998 was found, indicating that the data were neliabfe.
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Sourees
and
of Var■tion
the Estimate
based on the
Corre■ation
Tab■e 8
for Days 8, I , and 10
of Reliability
Intr"aclass
Coefficient
Mean Square
Subj ects
Mean Squane
Ennor R
.0■904 .0000346 .998
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Summary
Means wer?e computed for neaction times for tneatments
and sex for days 1, 21 31 4, and 5. An analysis of vaniance
was used to indicate if any significant diffenences existed
among the data. The results indicated that thene was a sig-
nificant difference between treatments. The Newman-Keuls
test for significant differences for pained means indicated
visual neaction time to be different than pnoprioceptive and
visual-proprioceptive neaction time. No diffenences were
found between proprioceptive and visual'pnoprioceptive
reaction time. The results from the ANOVA indicated a signi-
ficant days effect. A subsequent trend analysis indicated
a significant quadratic trend. An analysis of vaniance for
days 3, 4, and 5 showed a non-significant days effect. This
indicated that the t::end was absent and that it could be
attributed to days I and 2. The ANOVA for days l-, 2) 3, 4,
and 5 also showed a significant sex effect as well as a
significant days by sex interaction. Because of the inter-
action no statement.as to difference between sexes could be
made fon the diffenence would change if diffenent days were
examined. The ANOVA for days 3, 4, and 5 indicated a non-
significant effect fon sex as well as a non-significant days
by sex intenaction. This nesult supponted the contention
that the sex diffenences as weLl as the intenaction could be
attnibuted to days I and 2.
Reliability for days 3, 4, and 5 was computed by
means of the intnaclass cornelation coefficient. A coef-
ficient of .999 was found indicating that the nesults hrer^e
neliable.
Means were computed for neaction times for t::eatments
and sex for days 6, 7 ) I, 9, and 10. An analysis of variance
was utilized to indicate if any significant diffenences
existed among the data. The results indicated that thene
wer?e rio significant differences between treatments or sex.
A significant day effect was found. This indicated that the
groups performed diffenently on diffenent days. An ANOVA
for days 8, 9, and 10 showed a non-significant days effect
indicating the days effect found for 6, 7 , 8, 9, and 10
could be attributed to days 6 and 7.
Reliability for day 8, I, and 10 was computed by
means of the intracl-ass cornelation coefficient. A coeffi-
cient of .998 was found, indicating that the nesults \^rere
neliabIe.
Chapter 5
DISCUSS10N OF RESULTS
This chapter presents a discussion of the resurts
reported in chapter 4. The topics discussed wilr be pre-
sented in the following sequence: neriability of the data;
discussion of the quadnatic trend; discussion of the diffen-
ences between sexes; the effect of the tneatment conditions;
implications of the non-significant results; possible explan-
tations fon the non-significant nesults; and a sr-irnlmary of the
discussion.
Reliability of the Data
An analysis of variance of days 1, Z ) 3, +, and S
indicated a significant effect for days. The subsequent
trend analysis showed a quadratic trend. when examining
the means fon all groups over the finst 5 days, it was evi-
dent that from day 1 to 2 there was a great impnovement in
neaction time while days 3, 4, and 5 wene relatively the
same. An ANOVA for days 3, 4, and 5 showed no effect for
days indicating that the means fon days 31 4, and 5 wene
consistently the same. For this neason means fnom days 3,
4, and 5 wene utilized in the estimate of the reliability
coefficient. The variability in the data of days I and 2
may have l-ed to an undenestimate of reliability if they had
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been used in the calculation.
An intnaclass correlation was computed fon the raw
scores of days 3, 4, and 5. A neliability coefficient of
0.99 was found, indicating that thg neaction times were
rel-iable. The AIIOVA for the second week showed a signifi-
cant days effect while the ANOVA for days 8, 9, and 10 did
not. The effect for days was, therefore, attnibuted to days
6 and 7. The scol:es fnom these days were excluded from the
computation of the neliability coefficient for the same
reason that the scores from days 1 and 2 wene excluded from
th-e finst weekr s neliability computations. An intnaclass
cornelation was computed for the raw scores of days 8, I,
and 10. A neliability coefficient of 0.998 was found, indi-
cating that the neaction times were reliable.
Knol1 (40) neported the reliability coefficient of
0.93 for total neaction time. Lagasse and Hayes (41)
reponted coefficients of 0.73 and 0.77 for simple reaction
time and complex reaction time respectively. It must be
noted that KnolLrs coefficient was derived fnom neaction
time data collected over eight days while Lagnasse and Hayes
collected data oven two days. It is evident that the longer
subjects neact the more reliable their scone. The present
coeffi'cient exceeds the coefficient found for similar data
but not to a great degnee.
Discussion of the Quadratic Tnend
An analysis of variance and a subsequent tnend
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analysis detected a significant quadratic trend for. the
neaction times of the first week. A reason fon this tnend
can be attributed to the effects of learning. Subjects
attempting a skiIl fon the first time will be clumsy,
ernatic, and uncoordinated. With more attempts and practice
movements will smooth out and become more efficient.
Reaction time is a ski1l novel to most subjects (a11 in this
experiment). When first attempting to react, the novice
will be erratic and uncoordinated. As more experience is
gained, the subject will "learnI the demands and skills
needed for a fast response and neaction times will improve.
The data from the pnesent experiment follow this logic in
that day 1 pnoduced slow reaction times. Reaction times
for day 2 showed a great improvement over day I while days
3, 4, and 5 remained consistently the same.
It was evident that the two days of pnactice 1ed
to learning which nesulted in thnee days of stable per-
formance. Speeific data supporting the lear^ning effect was
p::esented by Kro1l (40) who reponted significant improvement
in reaction time from day I to day 2 with no significant
improvement tlr-eneafter. Kro1lr s subjects completed 75
trials per day, many more than in the present investigation.
Simil-an results were reponted by Blank (60) whose subjects
completed 100 tnial-s per day. Mo::nis (4) also reported
th-e salne lear"ning effect but with far fewen tnials than
Kroll- (40) on Bl-ank (60). One gnoup in Morrist study com-
pleted 40 trials per day fon foun days on a visual neaction
time task. They impnoved to the same level as gnoups com-
pleting 20, 60, and B0 trials per day. The results from
the pnesent investigation suppo::t the nesults of Kro1l (40
Blank (60) and specifically Mornis (4) in that 40 t::ia1s
were completed each day in the pnesent investigation.
Discussion of the Differences
Between Sexes
The ANOVA fon days 1, 2) 3, 4, and 5 indicated a
significant effect fon sex. Specifically, males reacted
fasten than females. The ANOVA for days 3, 4, and 5,
however, indicated a non-significant effect for sex. Fnom
the nesults of the two ANOVAS it was evident that the
effects of sex could be attnibuted to days 1 and 2. This
diffenence between the sexes was similar to that found by
E1liot and Louttit (20) who reported significantly faster
automobile braking times fon men. Bel-Iis (12; reported
mal-e auditory and visual reaction times to be fasten than
femaLes. Seasho::e and Seaslr-one ( 4g ) neponted similar
nesults fon visual reaction. These th:ree investigations,
howeye::, did not last as long as tlr-e present investigation.
Thr-ey did not exceed one day. The results of the first two
days in the p::esent investigation were similar to the one
day neported by the three pneviously cited studies. The
present results suppont the findings of Knol1 (40) who
reported no sex differenees in neaction time in a study
conducted over an eight day period. The differences were
found on days I and 2 and wel?e, thenefore, unimportant to
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the l-atten analyses. The significant days by sex inten-
action can be explained by examining figure two. The nate
of improvement from days 1 to 2 was greaten for femal-es than
for males. The slope of the line between days 1 and 2 was
steeper for females than fon maIes. This was the signifi-
cant interaction.
The Effect of the Treatment Conditions
The ANOVA for day 1, 2) 3,4, and 5 indicated a sig-
nificant tneatment effect. The subsequent Newman-Keu1s test
of significant differences for paired means indicated that
there was significant diffenences between the visuaL neaction
time group and the proprioceptive and combination ::eaction
time groups but that there was no diffenence between ttr-e
propnioceptive group and the combination group in totaL
reaction tirne. These results both support and depart from
results neported in the literature. of the three investi-
gations on sensory interaction and neaction time that utilized
the same th:ree modalities as the pnesent investigation (33,
38, 39) none neponted r"esults similan to those reponted
above. Jordan (33), and Klein (3g) who replicated Jordanrs
study, found significant diffenences between all groups
withr- visual reaction time being sIow, combination neaction
time being next, and proprioceptive reaction time being
fastest. Anottler study (39) found the thnee groups to lie
in the same respective places and all signifi.cantly
different.
|
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Colavita (15) and Hershenson (31) presented neaction
time data that did not suppont the pnesent findings utilizing
the modalities of audition and vision. They neported
neaction times similar to vision when both visual and audi-
tory information were present
Investigators supporting the pnesent results were
Cassel and Dallenbach (13), Adams and Chambers (B) and
Klein (38). They all reported that there was no diffenence
in demand for attention by vision in that ::eaction times to
a bisensory stimulus were found not to suffer a time
decrement when vision was pnesent.
Although the resul-ts of the pnesent investigation
were not identical to those in the literatune there was one
similarity. The studies reported by Jondan (33) and Klein
(38) showed significant diffenences between proprioceptive,
visual, and visual-pnoprioceptive reaction time. The p::esent
investigation did not but the ::elative speed of response
fon the guoups was the same. Mone cIear1y, the pnoprio-
ceptive group was fastest followed by the combination group
then the visual group. The nesults of the ,two previously
mentioned investigations and tlr-e ::esults from the present
investigation wene similar in this respect.
0f all the non-reaction time intersensory effect
litenature reviewed, only two ts2rl+a) supported the present
nesults.. These were signal detection investigations
involvi'ng eithe:: bisenso::y on unisensor:y detection of sig-
nals. There is an overwhelming amount of evidence not in
accordance with the present findings. The prism litenatune
offened no suppont fon the nesults of the present investi-
gation.
The ANOVA for the second week indicated that thene
was a non-significant t::eatment effect. Simply, thene were
no diffe::ences between gnoups in neaction time. This
finding did not support the contention of Jordan (33) who
hypothesized that a period of blindfold pnactice during
eanly leanning would pnoduce optimum performance during the
latter, non-blindfold stages of performance of a nesponse
skilI. It is noted that this hypothesis was based on the
assumption that thene would be significant differences
between groups during the first week.
Implications of the Non-Significant
Results
The nesults of the present investigation nefute the
contention of Jordan (33) who stated that one relies on
what one sees and not on what one feeLs. They also refute
the hypothesis that the pnocessing of pnopnioceptive infor-
mation is effected by the presence of visual information
(33). Subjects in the present investigation actually did
pay attention to what they fe1t. Proprioception was not
adversely effeeted by the presence of vision. The combi-
nation reaction time group perfonmed similarly to the
proprioceptive neaction time group indicating that propnio-
ceptive information was attended to. Subjects paid
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attention to the most pertinent information that was pre-
sented to them. This implies that visual dominance does
not exist.
Possible Explanations for the
Non- Significant Results
To speculate on possible explanations for the non-
significant nesults might, dt this point, seem to be a gneat
task to the neader. When examining the gneat discrepancy
between the pnesent findings and those neported in the lit-
erature it would be inaccurate to suggest that the previous
investigations welre all invalid.
The most logical step to take seerired to be to
examine the differences and similanities between the proce-
dunes of the present investigation and those of the previously
completed investigations. The examination identified two
intenesting diffenences. One diffenence was in the methods
used to pnesent the stimul-i. For the visual-pnoprioceptive
neaction time studies (33, 38, 39), the source of stimu-
lation fon the modalities eminated from two different
sources. In the pnesent investigation the sources of stimu-
lation for both modalities eminated fnom one source. Fon
most of the neponted investigations the visual stimulus was
tlr-e lighting of a bulb on tlr-e movement of a dot on a cathode
ray tube while the pnoprioceptive stimulus was the passive
movement of the subjectts fonefinger.
Closest to the present investigation on stimulus
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pnesentation was Jondan (33) who had subjects hold a foil
near or against a mechanical foil-. The visual stimulus
was the movement of the foil seen at the end of the held
foil-. The pnoprioceptive stimul-us was the felt movement of
the foil when the movement of the mechanical foil was trans-
fened down the shaft of the blade to the held handle.
Although both sources of information seemed to eminate from
the same source, a closer examination revealed that this
was not the case. The visual signal eminated from the end
of the foil which was approximately three feet away from
whene the proprioceptive signal was sensed. In the present
investigation the proprioceptive signal eminated from the
handle of the visual-proprioceptive stimulator. The visual
signal al-so eminated from the handle which was held by the
subjectrs left hand. Therefore, both visual and proprio-
ceptive attention \^ras focused on the same point. In all
the reaction time investigations cited in the litenatune
attention was divided between two souuces of stimul-ation.
Perhaps as Posner, Nissen and Klein (45) contend, when infon-
mation Presented to eye and hand eminates fnom two diffenent
l-ocations it is easier to direct attention to one modality
than if ttre information eminated frbm one position in space.
In the present study sensony infonmation fon both modalities
eminated fnom the same location in space possibly leading
to the dinection of attention to both sources of stimulation.
This would lead to nesults simirar to those neponted in the
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present investigation. This contention is stiI1 in the
hypothetical stages since no investigations have been
reported that test it.
The other difference between this investigation and
those in the literature was that of length. 0f the multi-
modal reaction time investigations cited, one lasted fon
twd-days while all others lasted one day. The present study
lasted a total of 10 days. Possib-Iy the diffenent results-
can be attributed to the differing lengths of the investi-
gations. The investigation that lasted two days (38)
neponted a non-significant trend for visual dominance to
decnease with practice. Possibly this tnend could have
become significant if the length of the study had been
increased. When the results of the present investigation
are examined this hypothesis seems 1ikeIy.
Anothen concern expressed in the litenature on
visual dominance was if the dominance of vision vnas due to
tthan"dwar:err onttsoftwanettmechanisms (33, 38, 39, 43). Mone
simply, do subjects voluntarily choose to attend vision
(software) or are they bound by intennal physiological mech-
anisms (hardwane) to attend vision? Evidence supponting
the softwane view was pnesented by Kl-ein (38). He stated
that vision would be attended if it seemed to pnesent suffi-
cient infonmation for the successful completion of the task.
Subjects attended to proprioception when they were told that
vision pnovided trbadtt information fon the Successful com-
pletion of a task (38). Perhaps-in the pr"esent investigation,
because subjects were attending to one location rather than
two they could detect the discnepancy between the plrocessing
speed of the two modalities, and surmised that vision did
not pnovide the best information companed to propnioception.
Knowing this, subjects would attend to the proprioceptive
stimuli and neact faster. This contention would explain
the pnesent findings.
Summany of the Discussion
A discussion of the nesults of this investigation
was presented. Reliability coefficients of 0.999 and 0.998
for days 3, 4, 5 and 8, 9, 10 nespectively, indicated that
the nesults were reIiable.
The sex diffenences found for days 1 and 2 wene
similar to those reported by three other investigations (1-Z.,
20, 59). The different rate of impnovement for males and
females from days 1 to 2 was presented as being the neason
fon the days by sex interaction.
A significant quadnatic t::end was detected for the
finst weekt s data. It was found that the scores from day 1
and 2 were nesponsible fon this tnend in that the trend was
absent aften day 2. The effect of learning was pnesented
as a neason fon the tnend in that the finst two days of the
experiment subjects were leanning the task and became
efficient following this period of pnactice.
The treatments for the finst week were found
significantly different. The visual gnouP proved to
?????
?
?
?
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diffenent fnom the other two. There were no diffenences
between the pnoprioceptive and combination neaction time
gnoups. This finding was not supported by the neaction time
litenatune which, by and lange, found significant diffen-
ences between all gnoups (33, 38, 39). The non-reaction
time litenature also offered litt1e support fon the nesults.
The findings of the investigation implied that thene
was no such.phenomenon as visual, dominance. Explaining the
nesults was Klein (38) who hypothesrzed that attention
would not be as easily divided if the sounce of stimulation
eminated from the same position in space companed to two
positions in space. The pnesent investigation supported
this contention and was the first to pnesent neseanch data
in favon of it.
Another explanation for the non-significant results
was that the length of this investigation was much longer
than those in the litenatune. Supponting this explanation
was Kl-ein (38) who neported a non-significant trend fon
visual dominance to decnease with pnactice.
On a mone hypothetical 1eve1r dfl investigaton (38)
stated that if visual infor"mation was detenmined to be
detrimental for the successful completion of the task, it
would not be attended. rt was hypothes lzed that because of
the centnal- location of the emanating stimuli subjects
could detect a discnepancy between the speeds of nesponse
for visuaL and pnoprioceptive infonmation. Finding that
vision was slowen subjects would then attend proprioception.
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The nesults of
explanation of
this investigation suppont a t'softwarett
visual dominance.
Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUS工ONS, AND RECOMMENDAT工ONS
Summary
This investigation companed the effects of leanning
to nespond to diffenent modalities of a single stimuli on
simple reaction time to multiple stimuli. Specifically, the
study compared the effects of responding to eithen the vis-
ua1, proprioceptiver op visual-proprioceptive modalities
of a stimulus on the subsequent speed of nesponse to a combi-
nation visual-proprioceptive stimuli. Thirty male and
female gnaduate and undergnaduate students enrolled at
Ithaca College fon the faII semesten ) lg77 ) volunteened to
be subjects in the study. Five male and five female sub-
jects were randomly assigned to two tneatment groups and
one contnol group. A visual-pnopnioceptive stimulator, a
micro-switch button, and electnonic timens wer:e the instru-
ments used to el-icit and record reaction time. The visual-
pnoprioceptive stimulaton was set in front of the left arm
rest of the subjectrs chair so that they could gnasP or
watch its moving handl-e. A micro-switch button was placed
on the right anm nest to enable subjects easy access to it.
The experimenter sat in an adjacent room with the tirning
and controlling instruments. Reaction time was neconded
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fnom the onset of movement of the visual-proprioceptive
stimulator to the ::emoval- of the middle and index fingens
of the right hand fnom the micno-switch button.
Each subject completed 40 trials pelr day for 10
days. For the first five days subjects in the propnio-
ceptive and visual gnoups nesponded to that single modality
while for the second five days they nesponded to a combi-
nation of visual and pnopnioceptive modalities. The visual-
pnoprioceptive group nesponded to both modalities over all
10 days.
Mean neaction times were calculated for treatments,
sex, and days. An analysis of vaniance of the means from
the finst week indicated a significant diffenence between
treatments. The Newman-Keul post-hoc test of significant
diffenences between means indicated significant diffenences
between the visual group and both the pnop::ioceptive and
visual-proprioeeptive gnoups, and a non-significant diffen-
ence between the proprioceptive and visual-pnopnioceptive
gnoups. Ttr-e analysis also revealed a significant days
effect. A subsequent ANOVA for days 3, 4, and 5 indicated
B non-significant days effect. The days effect for ttle
entire weeK was, ttre.refore, attnibuted to days 1 and 2. An
analysis of variance for the second week r"evealed no signi-
ficant differences between tneatments. An intraclass col3-
nel-ation indicated that the scores had adequate ::eliabi1ity.
A visual-dominance theony was not suppo:rted by the results
of this investigation.
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Conclus ions
Vrlithin the limitations of this study the following
conclusions were made:
1. In a l?esponse situation the pnesence of vision
does not effect the processability of proprioception.
2. Utilizing pnopnioceptive infonmation during
early learning does not effect pe::formance of a latter
visual-proprioceptive response task.
3. Reaction time improves over the first three days
of penformance but not theneafter.
Recommendations
Fnom the results of this study the following necom-
mendations for funther investigation are made:
1. A similar study should be conducted utilizing
the visual-pnoprioceptive stimulaton for the proprioceptive
stimulation and a light sounce of varying intensity set at
a different Jocation in space for'the visual stimulation.
2. A simiia:: study should be conducted utilizing
two different dources of stimulation over a 10 day period.
3. A study should be conducted utilizing different
modalities of sensation that emanate fnom the same point in
sPace.
4. A study shoul-d be conducted utilizing different
modalities with different sources of stimulation over a 10
day peniod.
|APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
Description of Visual-Proprioceptive
Stimulaton
The stimulation denived fnom the visual-proprioceptive
stimulaton emanates fnom the movement of its handle. whenlooking at the stimulaton it appears as a nectangulan, blackbox made of heavy inon and sheet metaI. Thene is an opening
at the top of the box which is located to the right of cen-ter when viewed from the subjectrs chair. In the opening is
an aluminum handle appnoximately two centimeters in diameten.Inside the box the end of the hancile fits in a universaljoint which is welded to the base of the box. The univensaljoint pnovides fnee movement in all dinections while the
opening in the top of the box nestricts this movement to thelongitudinaL plane. The movement of the handle is contnolledby a car solenoid. The solenoid is attached to the handle
so that when an electric cunnent is passed thnough it theplunger of the solenoid moves latena]Iy to the left pivotingthe handle on the universal joint. The movement of thehandle at its peak is appnoximately six centimetet?s. Whenthe el-ectric curnent ceases to flow a .spring mechanism
netunns the plunger and handle back to thein originalpositions. The solenoid and handle are encased in foamthat serves to muffle the noise made by the mechanis.m. The
stimulator is illustrated on pages g8 and 99.
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Top View
Handle (Iight 3/4 inch aluminum)
Sideview
Visual-P::oprioceptive Stimulator
Movement
Movement
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APPENDIX B
SUBJECT INSTRUCT]ONS: FIRST DAY
You are a subject in an experiment measuring
reaction time to different stimuli. You will react tothe movement of the stick you see in front of you to younleft. This stick wilL movl fnom its pnesent position to
the left. Your task will be to detect the movement of the
stick and nelease the red button that is located on youn
right anm nest
You wil-l hean a slgnel buzzer befone each tnial.This is a signal telling you that I am ready for your next
tria1. After you hean the buzzer and only when you are
neady you may initiate the next trial by pnessing the ned
button- with youn middle and index fingei,s. Be s[re topress the button down all the way. A short time aften thebutton is pnessed the stick will move. As soon as youdetect the movement nelease the button as quickly as you
can. The stick will shortly move back to its o::iginalposition. Wait for the single buzzen then begin the nexttrial when neady(Specific gnoup dinections hene)
During the testing a number. of ilcatchtr trials willbe given. Du::ing these t:rials the stick will not move
after you have pr.essed the button. When this happens, waitfor the two sounds from the buzzer befone neleasing thebutton. Aften you have released the button, again wait forthe single buzzer befone initiating the next trial. Theserrcatchil trials at:e included to reduce the possibility ofyou trying to antieipate the movement of the stick. Pleasedo not jump the gun by t::ying to anticipate the stimuLus.
You will complete two series of 20 trials for atotal of 40 trials. Afte:: the finst 20 tnials you willhave a one minute::est periodr you will hea:r five sounds
fnom the buzzer. This is the signal for you to nelax.
Remove your earphones. Aften the nest period is ovel?,you will hean one sound fnom the buzzen-. This is your
signal to put on the earphones and initiate the next tnial
when neady.
You will wear these earphones from which you will
hean white noise. This noise is pnesented so that you wi1l
not hean the movement of the stick. We want the volume ofthe noise to be as loud as you can stand. If for any reasonyou do hea:: the stick move, tap on the window in fnont ofyou and I will tny to fix the pnoblem.
Once again, a trial will consist of 1) the sound of
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a single buzzerr 2) when neadyr you pnessing the ned button,
3 ) you detecting the movement and neleasing the button asquickly as you can. Remember, one buzzer tells you thatyou may begin the next trial, two buzzer sounds signal youthat a catch tnial is over, and five buzzer sounds signalyou that the one minute rest period will beginIt is very impontant that you pay attention to the
stimulus and neact as quickly as you can. Please wait fon
the movement, then react. Do you have any questions?
Instructions for the Visual and
Propnioceptive Gnoup
You have been randomly assigned to the visual andproprioceptive reaction time gnoup. Youn task will be todetect the movement of the stick through your visual andpnopnioceptive senses. You will look at and feel the
movement of the stick at the same time. Grasp the stickyou see in fnont of you to youn left, applying a smaI1
amount of pnessure to the right. Do not apply too muchpressune for you will- stop the movement of the stick. The
stick should move fneely through its range of motion withthe pressul?e you apply. At the sound of the buzzen, focusyegn a!|g$ton on the stick. When you ane ready, initiatei"ir,""oli il;;.;. ^i["i3"i''ri,st
'rsensatioil of movement, nelease the button as quickly as youisensd.tt-onr, r J-eas D tt  l i-y l;an. Befsure you are neady before you pness t't" buiton.
"1'\\{
\ ? Instructions for the Visuat- Gnouptil
I ilou have randomly been assigned to the visual
::pactionl time group. Youn task will be to detect the
plvemglrt'Y of the stick thnough youn visual sense a1one.)ou wr-lll not touch the real stick in any way. Gnasp the
dummy s{iict, which is to your i.it-""a--io.ri youn aitention
on the tieal moveable stick. when you hear the single buz-
ze? ) ycj a_re ::eady, you may initiate -tne next tn:-"i-Uy- -prgssing the ::ed button. watch the stick, when it moves,
nelease jlthe button-as quickly as you can. - Be sure you are
ready bejrfone p::essing the button.
{l
$lr_
'| Instnuctions fon the proprioceptive Gnoup
il
'You have been nandomly assigned to the propnio-ceptive l\eaction time ;;;;p. youn task will be to detectthe movement of the stick thnough yours pnoprioceptive andtactiLe sensations al-one. you wiri w.ai tirese gbggtes tobl-ock out all visuar infonmation. Gnasp the nanaI6 you
see in fnont of you to youn left, applying a small amountof pressune to the night. Do not apirli t5o much pnessure,
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for you will stop the movement of the stick. The stick
should move fneely through its range of motion with thepressure you appIy. At the sound of the single buzzer,you may initiate the next tnial by pressing the red button.
When you feel the movement, ::elease the button as quickly
as you can, then wait for the single buzzer.
Instructions read to the combination group onday 2 thnough 10, and nead to the visual andthe proprioceptive groups on days 2 through S,
and 7 thnough 10.
As you nemember, you ane a subject in an experiment
studying reaction time to diffe::ent stimuli and have been
assigned to the (visua1, pnoprioceptive, combination)
reaction time group. Youn task is to react to the movement
of the stick, utilizing your (visua1, pnoprioceptive, com-bination) sense(s) by releasing the red button on your right
arm rest. There will again be a series of catch trials,
whene the stick will not move after you have pressed thebutton. wait for the two buzzen sounds befone you releasethe button, and again wait fon the single sound before
stanting the next trial. Be sure to press the button down
all the way. React as quickly as you can. You will againlisten to the white noise. rt is important that you tikeyoun task se::iously by paying strict attention to the stimu-lus. Do you have any questions?
Dinections for the visual andpnopnioceptive groups,
nead on day six.
As you reca1I, you ane a subject in an expeniment
studying neaction time to different stimuli, and last week
you reacted utilizing on15r your (visual, pnopnioceptive)
sense. Your task this week is to react to the stinnrlus
utilizing both youlr visual and proprioceptive senses. Graspthe handl-e you see in front of you to your left, applying a
sma1l amount of pnessure to the right. Do not apply too
much pressure, for you will stop the stick from moving. Th-e
stick slr.ould move freely thr-nough its range of motion witb-the pressure you appfy. It is very i:nportant that you neact
as quickly as you can.. Iocus youl3 attention on the stick.
When you ane neady, press the ned button on your rigtr-t arm
nest. When you detect the movement, li'ft youn middle and
index fingers f:nom the button unti'I you h-ea:: the two buzzer
signals. Do not jump the gun by tryi'ng to anticipate tlr-e
mbvement of ttr,e stick. A1*ays wait for the single buzzer
befone pnessing the button. Again, it ls important that you
take your task seriously and react as quickly as you can?
Do you have any questions?
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